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DEAR FRIENDS
The South Dakota State University College of Pharmacy celebrated the conclusion of
a very successful academic year with hooding and commencement ceremonies May 8-9.
This year, the college had 82 students graduate with the doctor of pharmacy degree, 4
students graduate with a Ph.D. in pharmaceutical sciences and 16 students earn a degree
in medical laboratory science. This issue will introduce you to our 2015 doctor of
pharmacy class. Our students are a tremendous source of pride for all of us at the
college and as you look through this publication you are sure to see why. Once again this
year, our students have had an outstanding year of community engagement, research
activity, professional advocacy and student leadership.
Several faculty members were recognized for outstanding performance at the
conclusion of the school year. Debra Farver, College of Pharmacy Students’ Association
Teacher of the Year, and Tadd Hellwig, recipient of the College of Pharmacy
Outstanding Scholar award, are highlighted on the following pages. Other College of
Pharmacy faculty and staff members recently honored were Bernie Hendricks, SDSU
College of Pharmacy Staff Award; Dan Hansen, SDSU College of Pharmacy Community
Engagement Award; Billie Bartel, SDSU College of Pharmacy Excellence in Research and
Scholarly Activity Award; and Hemachand Tummala, SDSU College of Pharmacy
Excellence in Teaching Award.
I also want to share the college received good news in April regarding accreditation of
the postgraduate year one community pharmacy residency program. The program was
granted accreditation through the American Society of Health-System Pharmacists for a
term of three years. This achievement was a significant milestone for the program under
the leadership of Jodi Heins, assistant department head of pharmacy practice. We are
very fortunate to have outstanding residency program partners at Lewis Family Drug in
Milbank and Medicap Pharmacy in Hartford. The program has made major strides in a
short period of time and much of our success is due to the commitment to advance
pharmacy care services by our site partners.
In closing, I would like to say “thank you” to our many volunteer preceptors, loyal
alumni and other stakeholders for the tremendous support provided to the college. Your
investment of time, talent and treasure into our programs is making a positive impact
on our students and faculty. I hope you enjoy reading about the impact of your
contributions on the pages that follow.

Warm regards,
Dennis D. Hedge, Pharm.D.
Dean and Professor
SDSU College of Pharmacy
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Master of Hublic Health debuts
ith a goal to promote, protect and
improve the public health of rural
America, South Dakota State
University and the University of South
Dakota have partnered to offer a Master of
Public Health degree. The South Dakota
Board of Regents approved the online
degree in June 2014 and classes started in
January 2015.
“The idea behind this program is to take
the collective strengths in the health
sciences that both campuses have and
build a program around them,” said
Dennis Hedge, dean of the College of
Pharmacy. “It will develop practitioners
and leaders to address the public health
challenges of our state’s rural
communities.”
At State, the MPH is at home in the
Avera Health and Science Center under
the direction of Mary Beth Fishback. In
addition to the College of Pharmacy, other
colleges across the campus including the
colleges of nursing, education and human
sciences, and agriculture and biological
sciences will also contribute faculty to
teach classes and/or review projects. Both
USD and SDSU can grant the MPH degree.
“When you get into the area of public
health, you’re really looking at
multidisciplinary programs coming
together and providing public health
programming,” said Matt Vukovich, head
of the Department of Health and
Nutritional Sciences. “We’d really like to
expand the public health nutrition side of
things. The other area that I think has a lot
of potential is our TOP (Transdisciplinary
Obesity Prevention) program, which is
perfect for someone who wants to get into
public health and focus on obesity because
it takes that multidisciplinary approach
and looks at community assessment and
community programming.”

W

USD’s School of Health Sciences, and
Hedge wrote columns about the program
for the state’s association publications to
grow interest.
“Getting 11 students very quickly makes
me think there is a large market for this
program,” Hedge said.
Students can pursue the degree on a
full-time or part-time basis, which
Fishback said, has interested
undergraduates and employed health-care
professionals who are looking for the next
level of education. To receive the degree,
students must take 42 credit hours—36
coming from core courses.

Online benefits
The program’s online feature allows
health-care professionals working
throughout the state, and other states, to
be part of the program. Fishback works
with the students to make sure all students,
despite background or location, receive the
same information and attention.
“Public health attracts students with
diverse educational backgrounds and in
different stages of their careers. It’s
important that we spend time working
with the students up front so that we can
develop a plan of study that will meet their
individual needs and set them up for
success in the program.” Fishback said.
And those students do not have to
worry about regularly getting to Brookings
or Vermillion.
“Some of the individuals who have
expressed the greatest interest are at a
distance from either campus,” Hedge said.
“They’re already working on public health
challenges in a very rural state. Many of
the major challenges in our state relate to
access to care and services.
“Many of those individuals are located at
a distance from us,” he continued “This
online program opens the door to an
opportunity for them.”
First class
And once individuals obtain degrees,
Eleven students comprise the first
jobs should await them. The U.S.
cohort.
Department of Labor predicts the next
“We haven’t yet promoted the program
widely. We’re planning for that and we will decade’s job growth in public health will
exceed most other occupations. Some of
have extensive marketing efforts down the
the reasons for the growing demand are
line,” Hedge said. Michael Lawler, dean of
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the aging U.S.
population, as
well as
pandemic
diseases and
Mary Beth Fishback
preventable
health conditions, like obesity or diabetes.
These issues have created a demand for
professionals who can implement and
manage public education and prevention
programs.
“Students from our health education
major—a fairly new major—would be the
community health educators,” Vukovich
said. “This program would be perfect for
them to expand into the public health
perspective.”
Next steps
While the process is not currently
available, both Hedge and Fishback said
there are plans for joint-degree options,
particularly the Pharm.D./MPH, the
M.D./MPH and the doctor of nursing
practice/MPH.
In addition, Fishback is already working
on getting the program accredited by the
Council on Education for Public Health.
“It’s going to take some time but that’s
certainly the goal,” she said. “It’s a long
process, and we need to get to a point
where we have the first cohort of students
ready to graduate. That time will come
sooner than we think so it’s important that
we track data, follow the accreditation
standards, and have the appropriate
procedures in place from the very
beginning.”
In the meantime, the focus is on the
students and rural public health.
“A great thing about this program is
that beyond a degree opportunity, it will
directly address public health issues right
here in the state of South Dakota,” Hedge
said.
Matt Schmidt

Pharmacy students Kim Crissey, left, of Yankton, and Dana Merkel, of Crofton, Nebraska,
observe a code simulation at Sullivan Health Science Center in Sioux Falls Feb. 27, 2014, with
students from the SDSU College of Nursing (in blue scrubs). The exercise is aimed at training
the health disciplines to work together in a hospital setting. The new Master of Public Health
degree also takes a multidisciplinary approach.
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Miller K
lecturer
Cancer
researcher
gives credit to
serendipity

V. Craig Jordan, known as the “Father of Tamoxifen,”
answers a question during the evening talk of the Francis
Miller Distinguished Lecturer at the McCrory Garden
Education and Visitor Center.
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nowledge, skill, training and
facilities—they’re all dispensable en
route to becoming a successful
pharmaceutical researcher.
But V. Craig Jordan, the “Father of
Tamoxifen” and one of the “50
Luminaries” who changed cancer care,
said don’t overlook serendipity—that
unexpected bonus that seems to drop
from the sky and land on the lab bench.
Jordan, professor of breast medical
oncology and professor of molecular and
cellular oncology at the University of
Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center,
Houston, spoke at SDSU April 13 as the
third annual Francis Miller
Distinguished Lecturer. MD Anderson is
the largest freestanding cancer center in
the world.
In his evening talk “The Tamoxifen
Tale and Beyond” at the McCrory
Gardens Education and Visitor Center,
Jordan explained how serendipity
appeared in his own work.
In 1958, the first nonsteroidal antiestrogen drug was reported. “Its
discovery was by chance with the

screening of a potential cardiovascular
drug,” Jordan told the gathering of 60
people, predominantly students and
faculty.
Not what was expected
The drugmaker’s next surprise didn’t
seem like a bonus at all.
While clomiphen and tamoxifen were
excellent “morning-after” pills in rats,
they worked exactly the opposite in
women, increasing ovulation, Jordan
said. So in 1972, ICI Pharmaceuticals
abandoned the drugs.
Time for a little more serendipity. The
ICI facility was 10 miles from his home
in England. He was an undergraduate
pharmacy student at Leeds University. “I
used to know all the people who made
the drugs,” he said. In 1969, he started
his doctorate on failed contraceptives.
In 1972, he joined the faculty at Leeds
University and was sent immediately to
the Worcester Foundation in
Massachusetts for two years of research
experience.

Raloxifene produces an incredible 50
In 1976, he became the first person to
percent decrease in fractures among
discover the cancer preventative
women with osteoporosis. Jordan cited a
properties of tamoxifen. In 1977, Jordan
10-year study of 500,000 women at risk
developed the strategy of long-term
for osteoporosis. Of those who received
adjuvant tamoxifen therapy.
hormone therapy, there were 34,230 new
He explained how the drug relates to
cases of breast cancer. There were 7,000
cancer, which is unstoppable cell growth.
new cases of breast cancer for those
Estrogen causes breast cells to grow, but a
receiving raloxifen, he said.
lack of tumor-suppressing genes means
“The drawback to raloxifen is that it
there is no shut off to prevent unlimited
does not have the long-term benefits
growth. “When that switch is turned off,
when treatment is stopped,” Jordan said.
cancer develops and spreads through the
body,” Jordan said. The anti-estrogen drug “However, raloxifene can be given
indefinitely.”
tamoxifen replaces the ineffective switch.
Jordan described new work with
lasofhoxifene, a chemical cousin of
One miracle drug after another
raloxifene. “It’s as close to a perfect
Previous to tamoxifen, “chemotherapy
medicine as we can get. It’s 100 times
was king. It was going to kill cancer cells,
more potent than raloxifene because it is
but it did not do this selectively,” Jordan
said “There were many major side effects.” not metabolized in the body,” said Jordan,
adding that its needs to be FDA approved
In 1977, he started long-term testing of
before it can be marketed.
tamoxifen against experimental breast
cancer treatments. Using rats, for which a
month of treatment is equivalent to a year 3P’s in path for progress
In closing, he summarized the “path for
in humans, he found incidence rates were
progress—people, passion and persistence.”
reduced by one-third after five rat years.
Jordan recalled ICI Pharmaceuticals,
He suggested indefinite tamoxifen
which supported him for 10 years to do
treatment for breast cancer after surgery.
Today, 10 years of tamoxifen is standard his landmark experiments, allowed him to
go to conferences and supported graduate
treatment for human breast cancer
students in his laboratory. He particularly
patients, and it is the only breast cancer
recalls when an invited speaker to his
drug effective in all stages of cancer,
department at Leeds University told him
Jordan said. “You would expect after five
there will be a time in the pharmaceutical
years of not taking the drug that estrogen
industry that he will need to stand up and
would return. Tamoxifen imprints the
speak out.
tumor with an invisible hand to stop
“‘You must have the courage of your
tumor regrowth. It’s a completely magical
convictions to say what is true. If there is a
drug.
problem with a medicine in development,
“Even when the drug is stopped, women
you must not remain silent. In the long
have increased survival for more than a
run, it is about human lives,’” Jordan
decade. I can’t tell you the number of
women who have told me, ‘I’m alive today recalled.
In his case, that applied when his
because of tamoxifen.’”
Tamoxifen went on to the market in the laboratory first showed there may be
USA in 1978 and became the first targeted problems, no matter how small, associated
with tamoxifen and the development of
therapy to treat any cancer.
endometrial cancer in women. He spoke
But to prevent cancer, Jordan wanted a
safer medicine. In 1988 , he discovered the out and for the first time gynecologists
became involved in the breast cancer
cancer preventative abilities of raloxifene
patient treatment team. Lives were saved,
(a failed breast cancer drug) and it went
he said.
on to market in 1999 to prevent
Passion, Jordan said, is to be valued
osteoporosis. Additionally, the
because a talented person with no passion
multifunctional, FDA-approved drug
often achieves nothing. “If you have
prevents breast cancer and actually offers
passion and you are willing to train
some advantages over tamoxifen, such as
yourself, you will develop talent and
no increase in endometrial cancer among
people will spot you for greater
postmenopausal women.

opportunities.” He said it was passion,
more than accomplishment, that his
professors recognized in him when he was
at Leeds University.
Persistence sustained him as a
researcher and did particularly so in his
earliest years. “Walking away is the easiest
thing to do. Nobody is rooting for you.
You have to make it all by yourself,” Jordan
said.
Francis Miller Lectureship
Cancer is one of the major research
focus areas in the College of Pharmacy.
The Francis Miller lectureship was
established to bring leading cancer
researchers to the campus, providing a
great opportunity for the faculty, students
and the public to learn from leading
scientists.
Jordan delivered the scientific lecture,
“Drug Resistance to Anti-hormone
Therapy: Estrogen-Induced Apoptosis,” on
the SDSU campus.
The lectureship is supported by the
Francis Miller fund. Francis J. “Johnny”
Miller, who died in 1987, was a longtime
pharmacist and drugstore owner in South
Dakota.
His trust assets came to the South
Dakota State University Foundation in
2009 to support pharmacy research and
special educational programs, such as the
Francis Miller Lectureship.
Dave Graves
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Travis Anderberg

Serving his hometown brings satisfaction to Miller pharmacist
ids still flock to the pharmacy’s
old-fashioned soda fountain
for Meier Mudballs, just like
they did generations ago in this
small town.
The old, two-story brick building
in Miller, South Dakota, serves as
the hub of Main Street. Customers
young and old are greeted by name
when they walk in. The pharmacist,
a young guy everybody seems to
know and love, has a clear view of
the front door from his counter at
the back of the store.
The glass shelves are stocked with
everything from office paper to
M&M’s. Each week, a free issue of
the magazine “Happier” is available
for customers to grab.

K
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It’s an atmosphere that makes
one want to sit down at the 11-seat
soda fountain and wait for Opie
and Aunt Bea to drop in. No, it’s
not Mayberry, but Miller Rexall
Drug does seem to be directed by
the character Andy Taylor would
have portrayed if he had opted for
pharmacy instead of law
enforcement.
Travis Anderberg ’04 grew up on
a ranch on the south edge of Miller,
a town of less than 1,500 people in
the center of the state—42 miles
west of Huron and 72 miles east of
Pierre, the nearest definitions of a
Midwestern city.
His love for animals had him
wanting to be a veterinarian. A

group he joined his junior year of
high school changed that focus.
“I joined a medical explorers
group and a pharmacist (Sheryl
Hurd, of Miller Rexall Drug) came
in and spoke. I shadowed her a
couple of times and decided I really
liked it. I was strong in chemistry. I
decided I had found my calling,”
said Anderberg, a self-described
people person. “I get to speak to
many people and enjoy every one of
them.”
There’s no place like home
Anderberg came to State after
graduating from Miller High
School in 1998. His sweetheart,

Opposite page: Travis Anderberg, the 2015 South Dakota Retailer of the Year, poses with the
certified pharmacy technicians at his hometown Miller Drug. From left, Anderberg, Deidra
Schlechter, Tracy Resel and Ashlie Jones.

Above: Anderberg and Gay Stulken serve the coffee crowd at Miller Rexall Drug’s soda fountain.
On summer afternoons, youth coming from the swimming pool are the main clients.
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Angie Fischer, followed him two years later
after her graduation.
They married in 2002 and their
firstborn, Jaden Lee, arrived Aug. 4, 2003,
the year before their final year of college.
“At that time we realized we wanted to raise
our children in a small, tight-knit
community,” he said. After a four-week
retail rotation at Miller Drug that same
month, the Anderbergs knew that the
small, tight-knit community they were
looking for was their own hometown.
8 College of Pharmacy

2015 Retailer of the Year
The choice hasn’t been a
disappointment for the Anderbergs or
Miller.
Several community members
nominated Anderberg for the 2015 South
Dakota Retailer of the Year, an award
presented by the South Dakota Retailers
Association. The young man who grew up
hefting calves through knee-deep snow
and carrying buckets of feed was honored

for his retail efforts at a Jan. 12 banquet in
Pierre.
Anderberg truly seems to be the
proverbial tree planted by streams of water,
and in his case, the customers are the water.
When he started at Miller Rexall Drug,
Sheryl Hurd had retired and the store was
being served by Trent Merkwan and Jim
The staff at Miller Rexall Drug, is from left, Marie Mueller,
Kerry Hass, Travis Anderberg, Tracy Resel, Deidra
Schlechter, Ashlie Jones, Bonnie Hall and Veronica
VanDerWerff.

“Travis didn’t have the medicine at his pharmacy, so he drove 70
miles to the hospital in Pierre to get the needed medicine. He sees
it as just part of running his business by the Golden Rule.”
DeLon Mork, president of the South Dakota Retailers Association

Stevens, both of whom lived in Pierre and
also had a practice there. After two years,
Anderberg began the process of buying
out Stevens’ interest in the business.
Merkwan still has his share and works
one to two days a week in Miller, where he
remains well accepted by the community.
‘Concerned about everybody’
But, as Donna Melber of nearby St.
Lawrence said, “There’s something about
having a main street with hometown kids
... That Travis is just amazing. He makes
everyone in town think he is perfect
because he is so concerned about
everybody. Everybody here is just his
project.”
She was quick to cite examples.
“George’s sister (Melber’s sister-in-law)
was having some problems, and he called
it to my attention that there were some
medicines that she shouldn’t be taking. We
found out she was taking one and got her
off it,” Melber said.
On another occasion, she was in the
pharmacy and Anderberg noticed Melber
didn’t look well, so he advised her to go to
the doctor. “It was a Saturday and I didn’t
want to go on a Saturday. He said, ‘I’m
going to call her.’ The doctor said to meet
me at the clinic. The next day I was flown
to Sioux Falls for a pacemaker,” Melber
recounted.
Even though the Melbers are old
enough to be the Anderbergs’
grandparents, they are good friends.
“He just seems to like older people, and
he has such a compassion for everybody,”
she said.
Anderberg said his acceptance by people
a generation or two older than him really
“comes down to truly caring for them. I
can lose sleep over my customers losing a
family member. I really care about them.
People see that.”
Operating by the rule, the Golden Rule
He said, “Hard work and treating people
the way you want to be treated” have been

the keys to having a
successful, small-town
business.
And the business has been
successful. Since Anderberg
arrived at Miller Drug, “we’ve
had an 80 percent increase in
prescriptions filled,” he said. But
Anderberg doesn’t try to take all the credit
for that increase. Changes in the
pharmaceutical and insurance industries
have played a role, too.
He notes his 10 employees also embody
his friendliness and “extra-mile” customer
service.
When Anderberg was presented his
retailer award, DeLon Mork, president of
the South Dakota Retailers Association,
shared a story from Anderberg’s
nomination.
“Just a few weeks ago, a family was in
desperate need of medicine for end-of-life
care on a weekend,” Mork said. “Travis
didn’t have the medicine at his pharmacy,
so he drove 70 miles to the hospital in
Pierre to get the needed medicine. He sees
it as just part of running his business by
the Golden Rule.”
Competent and caring
Of course, there have been plenty of
good guys who were clueless when it came
to balancing the books.
Anderberg is a combination of buddy
and businessman. Retailing is “in my
blood,” he said. “I enjoy numbers. My
backup plan to pharmacy was to be a loan
officer or an accountant. I’m a director at
the bank next door.” He also is a director
on the On Hand Development
Corporation.
Bryan Breitling, the Miller hospital
administrator who chairs the board, called
Anderberg, “a great asset to the
community. He’s always doing what he
can to put the best light on the
community of Miller.”
That can entail joining in the town’s
summer Crazy Days promotion,
decorating the store for the holidays,

giving prescription customers a purple
ticket to redeem at the soda fountain,
keeping the merchandise aisles vibrant
and inviting, serving on a chamber of
commerce committee or developing a
callus on his hammering hand.
Committed to community
When the town faced a housing
shortage, he and his staff remodeled
apartments above the drugstore and he
became a landlord.
Anderberg also puts back into his
community by being a volunteer coach for
youth soccer, baseball, basketball, football
and wrestling; delivers Meals on Wheels; is
active in the Miller Rustlers Booster Club;
serves on a health, wellness and
community foundation and is an elder in
his church.
“Angie and Travis really care about their
own children and everyone else’s, too. You
wish every child has the opportunity that
theirs do. I never heard anybody say
anything but good about Travis or Angie,
either one,” Melber said.
Not even Andy Taylor can say that.
Dave Graves
Note: Travis Anderberg isn’t the only
pharmacist to win the award. Jack and
Sharon Dady of Dady Drug in Mobridge
won the award in 2005 and Kevin and
Barbara Wurtz of Pioneer Drug and Edgar’s
Old Fashioned Ice Cream Shop in Elk Point
won the inaugural award in 1982.

The Anderberf family, bottom row, from left, Kaihlyn and
Travis. Top row, Shaylee, Brecken, Angie and Jaden.
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Tadd Hellwig
Cited for excellence
Hellwig’s honors extend to his scholarly work
eaching, research and service serve as
the pillars for the mission of South
Dakota State University.
Given the demands placed on faculty
members, the odds of obtaining
excellence in all of those areas are
challenging. But Tadd Hellwig, an
associate professor in pharmacy practice,
has hit the trifecta and has the awards to
prove it.
In 2011 and 2012, he was honored for
teaching, receiving the Sioux Falls Family
Medicine Residency Clinical Educator of
the Year Award and the College of
Pharmacy Teacher of the Year Award,
respectively. His service work was
recognized in 2013 and 2014, receiving
the Sanford Health Residency Preceptor
of the Year Award and being named
South Dakota Society of Health-System
Pharmacists’ Pharmacist of the Year,
respectively.
Hellwig completed the ticket this year
when he was honored as the college’s
Outstanding Scholar at the Feb. 16
Celebration of Faculty Excellence.
Who could ask for anything more?
Certainly not Hellwig, who is less than 10
years out of pharmacy school.
Hellwig, 34, said, “It’s been great to
collaborate with so many people on a lot
of different research. I’ve collaborated
with 16 different faculty members from
the SDSU College of Pharmacy and I’ve
had the opportunity to work with an
additional 22 clinical pharmacists not
associated with SDSU, mostly Sanford
pharmacists.”
Dean Dennis Hedge points to three
areas of scholarly focus for Hellwig:
clinical research projects in the areas of
both coagulation disorders and infectious
diseases, and an effort to quantify the

T
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Study of student involvement
He started studying the impact of
professional pharmacy organizations on
students after helping to create an SDSU
Study of antibiotics
student chapter of the American Society
Hellwig has been studying antibiotics
of Health System Pharmacists four years
and their adverse effects since he arrived
ago. Educators have long cited the value
at State in 2008 following a year at Mayo
Clinic as a clinical pharmacist and a one- of enhancing classroom learning with
organizational involvement, but how
year pharmacy practice residency at
Christiana Care Health System in Newark, much value is there, Hellwig asked.
For a measuring stick, he used
Delaware. The Alliance, Nebraska, native
acceptance rates into pharmacy residency
earned his Pharm.D. at Texas Tech in
programs.
2006 after gaining a bachelor’s from
“SDSU does have a higher percentage of
Chadron State College.
students who apply for a residency
The majority of his antibiotic research
actually getting the residency,” Hellwig
has been on vancomycin and
said.
piperacillin-tazobactam.
The national average for students being
By looking at case reports on how
accepted to first-year postgraduate
patients fared using these wellprograms in 2014 was 63.2 percent versus
established antibiotics, Hellwig offered
advice on how best to use them and what 79.3 percent for SDSU students. The
SDSU student acceptance rate to secondsigns health-care providers should be
year postgraduate programs was 100
attentive to after prescribing those
percent in 2014. “I don’t have direct
antibiotics.
evidence (on the benefit) but with our
acceptance rate being much higher than
Study of anticoagulants
the national average, we hope our
Hellwig’s work with coagulation
organizations have a lot to do with it.”
disorders involves new classes of
Hellwig is a member of the Health
medicines. He has conducted literature
System Committee of the Academy of
reviews on how best to use them and has
Student Pharmacists and an ASP adviser.
published case reports on how
Within ASP, two new student groups
anticoagulants have been used with
have been formed: the American Society
patients.
of Health System Pharmacists and the
For this work, which Hellwig has been
American College of Clinical Pharmacy,
doing for the last four years, he has had
which is only in its second year at SDSU.
the opportunity to collaborate with
The key with these groups is more than a
Sanford’s Michael Gulseth, a nationally
name on a membership list, but active
recognized anticoagulant pharmacist.
involvement, either through leadership
Hellwig has interpreted his findings and
positions or research.
presented them in lectures at national
“One of my big interests is to help
pharmacy conferences and published
students with research projects and make
them in pharmaceutical journals.
our students more attractive to pharmacy
residency programs. What can we do to
value of student involvement in
professional pharmacy organizations.

Debra Farver
Teacher of Year
get those students set apart a little more?
A research study on their CV (curriculum
vitae) will get them to stand out a little
more,” Hellwig said.
He often involves students in his clinical
research, giving them an opportunity to
become published as a co-author or lead
author on a review of literature or to do
poster presentations on smaller research
projects at regional or national meetings.
Study of pharmacist involvement
Hellwig believes his clinical research
makes him a better practicing pharmacist.
For example, because of his antibiotics
research, he is keenly observant of
symptoms that could accompany an
adverse reaction to the drugs, he said.
A study that Hellwig is currently
involved with through his membership in
the South Dakota Health Society of
Health-System Pharmacists is a grantfunded effort to determine the level of
involvement by pharmacists and
technicians in patient care within the
institutional setting.
The $2,000 grant was funded in
December 2014 and surveys have been
sent to the state’s hospitals, he said. The
idea is to identify what roles pharmacists
could be more involved in so pharmacists
can “practice at the top of their license,”
Hellwig said.
Hedge summarized, “Dr. Hellwig’s
scholarly contributions have impacted
professional pharmacy practice and
pharmacy education. Perhaps more
importantly, however, Dr. Hellwig is a
mentor for many pharmacy students and
pharmacy residents as they conduct their
own scholarly work.”
Dave Graves

teaching and half in clinical work at
s a pharmacist, professor and
Yankton’s Avera Sacred Heart Hospital.
researcher, Debra Farver has had
“I enjoy being in the classroom and
many accomplishments, such as
giving information to students that
receiving the College of Pharmacy’s
they cannot only understand, but
Scholar of the Year award at the 2014
apply to real life,” Farver said. “I try to
Celebration of Faculty Excellence.
bring what I’ve seen in the clinical
However, she is most proud of her
world into the classroom as examples
latest honor—the College of
for my students. Hopefully, that helps
Pharmacy’s Teacher of the Year as this
award is decided by nominations from them better understand concepts and
remember them when on rotations.”
current pharmacy students.
Farver considers working one-on“When I found out I’d been named
one with students to be one of the
Teacher of the Year, I told the students
favorite aspects of her work.
words cannot express how much this
“I really enjoy interacting with the
award means to me because it came
students, particularly when they go on
from the students themselves,” Farver
clinical rotations and I can build
said.
relationships not only professionally,
Farver became interested in
pharmacy while growing up on a farm but also personally,” she said. “I get to
hear what’s new and exciting in their
near Pierce, Nebraska.
“When the vet came to help take care lives, which keeps me engaged and
better able to relate to them.”
of the livestock, he’d have his
According to a student, “Dr. Farver
medicines with him,” she said. “He
taught me about antibiotics and other is always engaging in the classroom
and takes a personal interest in all her
medications and their purposes. I was
students. We always know she’s in our
very interested in that.”
While she did not want to become a corner.”
“Every day when I leave my home,
veterinarian, Farver credits those
I’m going to the practice site to do my
experiences with her ultimate choice
best to help the students,” Farver said.
to pursue pharmacy. Farver received
“For them to recognize that, it’s just a
her Pharm.D. from the University of
very humbling experience and one of
Nebraska Medical Center College of
the proudest accomplishments of my
Pharmacy and has been with South
career.”
Dakota State for 29 years. She teaches
therapeutics courses and leads
Madelin Mack
interprofessional education. Farver
considers infectious disease, pain,
cancer and psychiatry to be specialties.
Farver has experienced both the
clinical and classroom aspects of
pharmacy. When she started at South
Dakota State, she took a “50/50”
position, spending half her time

A
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Wenfeng An
Genome researcher lands major grants
enfeng An, the college’s Markl
Faculty Scholar, has received two
two-year grants from the National
Institutes of Health for nearly $400,000
each.
The awards cover June 1, 2015, through
July 31, 2017, and will fund An’s
continuing work with mouse models of L1
elements by the genome scientist. These
are the first grants An received since
joining SDSU Nov. 3, 2014. In addition,
his lab is supported as part of the Center
for Systems Biology of Retrotransposition
that is funded by the National Institute of
General Medical Sciences. Altogether, he
will be receiving about $1.4 million of
federal funds by 2018.

W
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Long interspersed elements type 1 (L1)
represent 17 percent of the human
genome and are littered throughout the
genome. Using an analogy, An said “if you
think of the genome as a book written in
DNA alphabet, L1s are like a phrase that
come up again and again in the book. You
can find them quite a few times on every
single page of the book.”
Typically, these elements are tightly
regulated or suppressed. When that is not
the case, two things happen and they’re
both bad. They either express too much of
their proteins and kill the cell
(cytotoxicity) or mutagenize the genome
by inserting new copies into a functioning
genome and disrupting the function of

that cell. Continuing with his book
analogy, An explained “this is like
randomly inserting the L1 phrase into an
important sentence, which most likely will
change the meaning of the original
sentence, causing a lot of confusion.”
These processes have been relatively well
studied in cell cultures, said An, who has
worked with L1 elements since 2003.
The cytotoxic and mutagenic processes
have been linked with cancer and other
diseases. However, in his application to the
National Institutes of Health, An
explained the role of L1 elements in
developmental and disease processes
remains poorly defined due to lack of
suitable mouse models.

“We are one of a few labs (worldwide) dedicated to creating
an L1 mouse model that is fully regulated by the endogenous
mechanisms and can be broadly applicable.”

Building better mouse models
The focus of the first grant, funded by
the NIH’s Office of Research
Infrastructure Programs, is to develop and
characterize novel L1 mouse models.
An said mouse models “will allow us to
observe L1’s impact on the entire process
of animal development, which can’t be
fully replicated in a cell-based model.”
He said the long-term goal is to
moderate the adverse affects created by
overexpressing L1 elements. But before
that can happen, scientists need to know
how the elements function in both a
regulated and an unregulated environment.
A fundamental question An seeks to
know is what, if any, function does this
highly abundant, repetitive
section of the genome serve.
“Does L1 have a function? We
don’t know enough. That’s
why we want to build a better
mouse model,” said An, who,
through funds provided in the
Markl endowment, was able to
move his lab from Washington
State, including 30 lines of
laboratory mice.

environmental change will lead to a
change in the epigenetic regulation of the
genome.” An thinks “this may activate L1
elements, which then cause irreparable
genetic alterations.”
Previously, L1’s role in birth defects has
only been reported in sporadic cases. In
this mouse model study, An will be able to
examine the frequency of L1 mutations
during specific time points throughout
development.
In particular, the lab will study the
paternal age effect, which points to higher
birth defect rates in children born to older
parent. An’s group will look at L1-induced
mutations as it relates to paternal aging.
Samples will be collected from mice at

Wenfeng An
said. “We can
collect tissue
samples during
periods from
embryo to young life and look at singlecell resolution. We expect a lot of new
information to come from the research,”
he said.

Lab team expanding
An’s study area is unique.
“We are one of a few labs (worldwide)
dedicated to creating an L1 mouse model
that is fully regulated by the endogenous
mechanisms and can be broadly
applicable,” An said. He added he hopes to
share results of his study with any
researchers interested in
investigating L1 elements.
His laboratory, which had
been used by Distinguished
Professor Emeritus
Chandradhar Dwivedi, was
set up with the assistance of
Simon Newkirk, a graduate
student who followed him
from Washington State.
Since his research began in
earnest in early January at
SDSU, An has been joined by
L1 elements and birth defects
Nicole Vanden Berg, an
The second grant, which is
undergraduate research
from the NIH’s National
assistant. This summer,
Institute of Child Health and
doctoral student Karly
Human Development, will
Sorensen and a postdoctoral
look at the role L1 elements
research associate Suman Lee
play in birth defects.
This micrograph provided by Simon Newkirk shows the cross section of seminiferous
will join the team. Interviews
“Birth defects are the No. 1
tubules of mouse testis with L1 protein in red, the cell nucleus in white, and spermatids
are underway to add a second
cause of infant deaths in the
in green. Newkirk works in the lab of Wenfeng An, who has received two $400,000
postdoctoral fellow. The grant
U.S. One in every 33 babies
grants to study the L1 portion of the genome.
will also provide additional
suffers from a birth defect, a
research opportunities for
structural or functional deficit
motivated undergraduate students, An
ages 3, 6, 12 and 18 months. That
presented at birth or early childhood,” An
corresponds with human ages of 20, 30, 42 said.
said. Unfortunately, in most of the cases,
His position as the college’s first
and 56, An said.
the causes are unknown.
endowed scholar was created through a
Another part of the study is to
“The incidence of birth defects has been
trust gifted by Barry and Sharon Markl.
systematically look at when L1 expression
linked to a lot of environmental factors—
Dave Graves
diet, exposure to toxins and pollutants, for occurs. An said the experiments will
involve a different set of mouse lines that
example.” However, while it is known that
have already been constructed and are
environmental exposures can cause birth
Associate professor Wenfeng An, center, gathers in his lab
with graduate student Simon Newkirk and undergraduate
expanding in the animal facility on
defects, we don’t know how they cause
research assistant Nicole Vanden Berg. An began work in
campus.
birth defects, An said.
his lab in January after relocating from Washington State
A highly specific cell-staining method
“The big question is how the information
Nov. 3, 2014, and has received nearly $800,000 in grants
about the changing environment is relayed will be used to track at what points in
to continue his study on a repetitive element of the human
development L1 expression occurs, An
to the genome. Typically, an
genome.
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“We’re making
sure the
researchers are
following the
guidelines for
submission of
grants.”

“I was dealing
with low-income
communities and
researchers
who wanted a
quantitative
research
component and
an opportunity
to tell the
community
story.”

Mary Carlson
SDSU grad Mary Carlson ’07/’10
is putting her degrees in English to
work in helping researchers polish
their grant proposals.
“We’re making sure the researchers
are following the guidelines for
submission of grants, are using
proper grammar and fostering
relationships between faculty and
the Office of Research Assurance &
Sponsored Programs,” said Carlson,
who began work April 6.
The Luverne, Minnesota, native
was a teaching assistant in English
101 while working on her master’s
degree and worked as a dispatcher
for AAA in Seattle from 2011 to
2015 before returning to her alma

mater, where she works as a grant
specialist for the College of
Pharmacy and the College of Arts
and Sciences.
The role of grants has become
increasingly important for the
college, particularly in the
Department of Pharmaceutical
Sciences, where all 10 faculty
members are active in research.
Xiangming Guan, assistant dean
for research, said, “Mary will help
our faculty in preparation of a grant
proposal. That includes budgeting,
following the submission guidelines
of the university and proofreading.
Although good science is essential
for the success of a grant proposal,
readability, good flow and ease of

understanding are also critical for
the success.
“In addition, Mary also will help
identify various funding sources for
faculty. Funding for
research/scholarly activities is
critical to the success of our faculty,
especially to the faculty in the
Department of Pharmaceutical
Sciences.”
Carlson was preceded by Ann
Taecker, who served from 2013 to
2014.
In her free time, Carlson enjoys
hiking and camping.
Dave Graves

Chamika Hawkins-Taylor
New faculty member Chamika
Hawkins-Taylor focuses on public
health policy issues aimed at
addressing socio-cultural disparities
in pharmacy practice in her position
in the SDSU Department of
Pharmacy Practice.
The assistant professor began
work in January, arriving in
Brookings from Minneapolis, where
she was a health policy analyst at
Blue Cross Blue Shield Center for
Prevention from 2013 to December
2014 supporting legislation to
improve healthy eating, foster
physical activity, eliminate tobacco
and electronic cigarette use and
promote health equity in Minnesota.
She earned her doctorate in 2010
in social and administrative
pharmacy from the University of
Minnesota.
Her areas of interest include
public health policy, culture and
health, personalized medicine,
minority health and social and
cultural health disparities.
Hawkins-Taylor’s route to the
College of Pharmacy began with an
interest in health while growing up
in Shreveport, Louisiana. She took a
pre-med route in college—the
University of California-Davis—and
earned a bachelor’s degree in
psychology in 1998. After
completing numerous internships in

medical clinics, she decided to
pursue another health field.
Hawkins-Taylor enrolled in health
administration and policy at the
University of Southern California,
receiving her master’s degree in 2004.
The program connected the social
aspects of health with policy
development.
While she was still working on her
master’s degree, Hawkins-Taylor
took a research assistantship at the
University of Minnesota, where her
then-boyfriend and future husband,
Michael, was studying law.
Hawkins-Taylor assisted on a
study of hip fracture outcomes
among the elderly and then began
an administrative residency with the
Academic Health Center Office of
Education at the University of
Minnesota. The work looked at
health disparities, health outcomes
and the health care of vulnerable
patient groups.
Specifically, she worked with an
urban health initiative connecting
faculty and students to communitybased research opportunities.
“I was dealing with low-income
communities and researchers who
wanted a quantitative research
component and an opportunity to
tell the community story,” she said.
At SDSU, Hawkins-Taylor is
teaching the culture and health
components of pharmacy practice
VI (P3 course), will teach the public

health and wellness course in the fall,
and is developing a social
epidemiology course for the online
master’s in public health program.
On the research side, HawkinsTaylor’s early work examines
pharmacy deserts in the Upper
Midwest, connecting access issues in
rural communities with the social
determinants of health—race, age,
gender and socio-economic status.
Her work also assesses medication
therapy management within the
prison system. Hawkins-Taylor’s also
will continue to pursue her initial
research interest—personalized
medicine as a strategy to eliminate
health disparities. Her published
dissertation was “Targeted Drugs
and Market Failure: The Case of
BiDil.”
After 11 years in Minneapolis,
Hawkins-Taylor moved to
Brookings this winter with husband,
Michael, and their 4-year-old
daughter, Ashlyn. Michael Taylor
telecommutes and makes periodic
trips to the Twin Cities for his law
practice. Along with her family,
Hawkins-Taylor loves to travel and
takes every opportunity to pursue
her hobbies of reading, shopping,
knitting and crafting.
Hawkins-Taylor replaces Olayinka
Shiyanbola, who now is an assistant
professor at the University of
Wisconsin.
Dave Graves
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“I wear many
different hats right
now. But most of my
time is spent with
students, both on
assisting our first
cohort as well as
recruiting new
students for the
program.”

Mary Beth Fishback
Sioux Falls native Mary Beth
Fishback started as the program
coordinator for the new Master
of Public Health program in
December 2014. Fishback, who
received a Master of Public
Health in 2007, comes to the
college after working three years
as the director of operations for
South Dakota Innovation
Partners, an early-stage venture
capital firm focused on research
commercialization. She was able
to work with faculty across the
SDSU campus on technologies
that have major global impact.
As coordinator of a new
program, Fishback’s duties vary.
“I wear many different hats
right now,” she said. “But most
of my time is spent with
students, both on assisting our
first cohort as well as recruiting
new students for the program.

Our students come from vary
diverse backgrounds so it’s
incredibly important that we
understand their needs and
interest areas in order to help
them plan for the program and
prepare early for their public
health practice and project
experience. We want to make
sure that we’re meeting their
needs and providing an
opportunity for them to expand
their interest areas in public
health.”
After earning a bachelor’s
degree in biology from Cornell
College in Iowa, Fishback
received a master’s degree in
physician assistant studies and
the MPH from Touro University
in California. She then worked
for SunBridge Healthcare in its
behavioral health region in
Southern California for nearly
five years. While with SunBridge,

she was responsible for patient
care and treatment program
development directed toward
individuals with severe mental
illness.
Her time with SunBridge also
instilled a drive to give back to
those impacted by mental illness.
After several years of being
involved with the National
Alliance on Mental Illness, she
currently serves as president for
the NAMI affiliate in Sioux Falls.
NAMI provides education,
support and advocacy for
individuals and families
impacted by mental illness.
Fishback also serves on the
board of directors for the Boys
& Girls Club of Brookings and
East Central Behavioral Health.
She and her husband, Tom,
live in Brookings.
Matt Schmidt

Faculty Awards
The following awards were presented at the
Spring Semester Convocation and Awards
Program April 15:

Bernie Hendricks

Dan Hansen

YEARS OF SERVICE
Gudiseva Chandrasekher, Om Perumal — 10 years of service
Xiangming Guan, Kim Messerschmidt — 20 years of service
Pam Rieger — 25 years of service
Bernie Hendricks — 40 years of service

DEAN’S AWARDS
With assistance from an external committee of SDSU College of Pharmacy
alumni and stakeholders, the following were selected:
• Bernie Hendricks: College of Pharmacy Staff Award
Nomination highlights include his experiential education work relating to
the accreditation self-study, his service as a member of the SDPhA
Board of Directors and his current work in preparing the accreditation
document for the continuing education program.
• Dan Hansen: College of Pharmacy Community Engagement Award
Nomination highlights include his extensive involvement on the SDSU
campus and his service as a member of the Brookings City Council.

Billie Bartel

Hemachand Tummala

Debra Farver

• Billie Bartel: College of Pharmacy Excellence in Research and
Scholarly Activity Award
Nomination highlights include her primary authorship of two publications
in national journals and co-authoring a third, her extensive work serving
as a mentor for many residency projects and inclusion of other
pharmacists into scholarly work at her practice site.
• Hemachand Tummala: College of Pharmacy Excellence in Teaching
Award
Nomination highlights include curriculum and innovative pedagogy in
his problem-based pharmaceutics compounding laboratory course.
Also, based on a vote of College of Pharmacy students, Debra Farver was
chosen as the Students’ Association College of Pharmacy Teacher of the Year.
Others nominated by the students were Jeremy Daniel, Xiangming Guan,
Jayarama Gunaje, Brad Laible and Teresa Seefeldt.
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Spring Convocation
Past ASHP president calls for student advocacy
harmacy students at the college’s
spring convocation were encouraged
to engage in the politics of their
future profession.
Speaker Kathryn Schultz challenged the
gathering of P1, 2 and 3 students to join
practicing professionals in becoming
advocates. Schultz, who earned her
bachelor’s, Pharm.D. and Master of Public
Health from the University of Minnesota
(1993/’96/’14) can speak from experience.
She was active in three organizations there,
particularly the Minnesota Society of
Health-System Pharmacists.
After graduation, she became heavily
involved in the group, eventually ascended
to its presidency. Then she was elected to
serve as the 2012-13 president of the
American Society of Health-System
Pharmacists. In March, she was hired as an
accreditation services associate with ASHP.
Her rallying cry for advocacy was the
provider status bill that was introduced in
the U.S. House of Representatives Jan. 28.
The bill, which has 83 co-sponsors,
would amend the Social Security Act to
allow the billing of pharmaceutical
services through Medicare. H.R. 592 was
referred to the Subcommittee on Health. A
companion measure in the Senate, S314,
has 10 co-sponsors and was referred to the
Finance Committee.
Part D prescription coverage in
Medicare was created in 2003, but it didn’t
address compensation for pharmaceutical
consultation, Schultz said.
When Medicare was created in 1965,
only physicians had provider status. In the
decades that followed, physician assistants,
nurse practitioners, audiologists and other
health-care professionals gained provider
status, Schultz said. H.R. 592/S314
promotes increased access to care for
patients who are otherwise medically
underserved, she said.
While the bills have sat silently, Schultz
is encouraged that they have not generated
opposition from physicians’ groups.
Turning the talk directly to the students,
Schultz asked, “How can student
pharmacists have an impactful meeting

P
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with legislators? Just make a meeting and
tell them why you want to meet. Tell them
about your training and that pharmacists
can improve the quality of health care.
“Have a personal story or two explaining
a medication-related problem and how a
pharmacist could help with that.”
Leah Eckstein, past president of the
SDSU chapter of the American
Pharmacists Association-Academy of
Student Pharmacists, said the group has
had events to educate its members on the
provider status initiative and did a letterwriting campaign this spring to encourage
members of Congress in the Upper
Midwest to sign on as co-sponsors of the
legislation.
“It is so important for student
pharmacists to be actively involved in
advocacy for our profession,” Eckstein said.

Kathryn Schultz

“Student pharmacists can advocate by
sharing how pharmacists directly impact
patient care in many settings. We are able
to explain our training during school and
share experiences we personally have had
that improved patient care.
“With advocacy, we are able to further
our profession and create more
opportunities to impact patient care.”
Dave Graves

Brittany Bailey P3 and Kayla Kurtzweg P2, key organizers in the college's Spring Convocation, pose with speaker
Kathryn Schultz and Dean Dennis Hedge following the April 15 talk in the Volstorff Ballroom.

Zada Cooper Scholarship
Dartois’ leadership nets national
scholarship
kills that Lauren Dartois employed as
the Kappa Epsilon president are the
same ones scholarship officials noted
in awarding the Las Vegas resident one of
five national $750 Zada M. Cooper
Scholarships for 2015.
She joined Chi chapter as a freshman
because she wanted to be part of a smaller
organization in which she could get to
know more people and have more
leadership opportunities.
The P3 student certainly fulfilled those
objectives, serving as committee co-chair,
vice president and then president from
January 2014 through January 2015. “She
did a great job starting new activities and
encouraging active member involvement,”
according to Teresa Seefeldt, adviser of the
56-member chapter.
In 2013, the avid runner recruited a
dozen other members to participate in the
Sioux Falls Susan G. Komen Race for the
Cure 5K for breast cancer research. In
2014, she was joined by a half-dozen
chapter members at the fundraising race.
“In December, we also sponsored a
family in Sioux Falls through ‘Sharing
Christmas.’ We donated money to
purchase necessities and toys for a young
mother and her 1-year-old son. My fellow
KE member Kelsey Eneboe and I then
delivered the gifts to their apartment,”
Dartois said.
Her focus on community service has
strengthened an already strong aspect of
Kappa Epsilon, Seefeldt said.
Other KE activities Dartois helped
direct include making fleece tie-blankets
and assembling gift baskets for patients at
the Sanford Breast Cancer Institute in
Sioux Falls; hosting breast cancer
awareness booths on campus, in the
community and in Sioux Falls;
participating in litter cleanup along
Highway 14; and packing food for the
Brookings Backpack food distribution
project for school children.
Speaking of her leadership abilities,
Dartois said, “I just have an upbeat and

S

happy personality and like to involve
others. Leadership within pharmacy in
general is a really important characteristic,
I think.”
She values academics and has
maintained a 4.0 GPA while adding service
responsibilities to her schedule.
Dartois also is a member of Rho Chi
Honor Society, where she is historian; the
Academy of Student Pharmacists and Phi
Lambda Sigma.
She becomes the 20th Chi member to
receive the national award. In recent years,
it has become almost an annual
occurrence.
Seefeldt, a 2003 recipient of the award,
said, “Chi chapter has consistently had
scholarship recipients for reasons similar

Lauren Dartois

to Lauren’s selection. Our chapter is active
in the community and provides a lot of
leadership opportunities. This level of
involvement is viewed favorably by the
scholarship committee.”
A list of previous scholarship winners is
below.
Dave Graves

SDSU winners of the Zada Cooper Scholarship
The Chi chapter of Kappa Epsilon was formed in 1956, the year after the national organization
created the Zada Cooper Scholarship. In the fraternity’s first 30 years, two SDSU students received
the scholarship. In the last 29 years, there have been 18 recipients.
Currently, five $750 scholarships are awarded nationally. Previous to 2011, six $500 awards were
presented.
2015
2013
2010
2009
2008
2006
2003
2000
1999
1999

Lauren Dartois
Dana Merkel
Sarah Neuhauser
Malinda Treiber
Tiffany Jastorff-Gillies
Gretchen Hinders
Teresa Seefeldt
Mary Quenzer
Jodi Meerbeek
Carrie Schumann

1995
1995
1992
1992
1990
1988
1988
1987
1970
1962

Pam Maag
Nanette Goettsche
Vicki Rehder
Stacie Rohlfs
Michelle Ulmen
Meri Kay Van Veldhuizen
Mary Grosdidier
Sue Nyhaug
Barb Fritz
Marlene Wallace

The scholarship was established in honor of Kappa Epsilon’s founder, Zada M. Cooper. Applicants
must have completed six undergraduate semesters with at least two semesters within a college of
pharmacy. Preference goes to applicants with strong academics who have contributed substantially to
the activities of their KE chapter and college of pharmacy.
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Keaton
Moffitt

Reaching
two goals
pharmacy
student and
athlete
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eaton Moffitt combined pharmacy
and basketball this past year. He wrote
this blog about the Jackrabbits’
postseason appearances.

K

ENTRY 1—FEB. 28
I woke up today excited to play rival
USD in Vermillion. We are playing for a
chance to win the conference outright and
to gain momentum going into the Summit
League Tourney. I’m off to a quick
shootaround and then it is game time.
A very disappointing outcome tonight as
we did not play well at all. I cannot wait to
get back to Brookings. On a positive note,
we still are the number-one seed for the
conference tournament and are co-champs
with NDSU for best league record.
ENTRY 2—FEB. 29
Locking myself in the library all day to
prepare for a super busy week in pharmacy
school. I have a biomedical science exam
Tuesday and a medicinal chemistry exam
Thursday as well as a few papers that need
to be written.
Whew! Is 10 hours in the library a long
time? Finally back home and headed to bed,
thank goodness for a day of rest from
basketball so I could do a little catching up.
Good night.
ENTRY 3—MARCH 3
It has been a hectic day, but somehow I
made it through. Had class from 8 a.m. to
noon with no breaks, ran from class to the
Union to grab a Chick-fil-A sandwich, then
to Frost Arena to get taped and ready for
practice that started at 1 p.m. Practice
finished around 3:15 p.m. and then we
watched film and started preparing for our
first-round game against Western Illinois.
Finished film around 3:45 p.m. and then
sprinted to my biomed test, which was at 4!
Needless to say, I am a little stressed out,
but hopefully my test went well and I can
refocus and start studying for medicinal
chemistry as I have that test Thursday.
ENTRY 4—MARCH 5
Did not sleep well at all last night as I
have more things to do than I have time.
My day looks very similar to Tuesday and I
am most likely going to be running again
from practice to my test—which is nearly
never an enjoyable experience. On a
positive note, spring break is almost here
and the Summit League Tourney is only
two days away. Time to tackle the day.
ENTRY 5—MARCH 7
Today is the day! First game of the
Summit League Tourney. It is an honor to

be representing this university and even
cooler that I get to play in my hometown.
We played great today! It was a true team
effort and we played with the same passion
and energy that got us a number-one seed.
I’m very proud of the guys and personally,
I am feeling very confident in my game. I
was humbled at the experience. The
support for our team tonight was unreal.
Next up is USD.
ENTRY 6—MARCH 9
It is time to get a little revenge on the
Coyotes.
Boom!
It is a GREAT day to be a Jackrabbit. We
are going to the championship tomorrow
for a chance to go dancing!! The crowd was
amazing again tonight and I didn’t even
realize how many people were there until
after the game when I looked around. One
thing that stood out clearly was the fact
that South Dakota bleeds yellow and blue.
Sorry USD, this is a Jackrabbit state!
ENTRY 7—MARCH 10
Only thing I can think about right now is
winning and going dancing. I cannot say
how humbled I am about the support and
texts I have been receiving the last few days.
I am forever thankful for my friends and
family as I would not be where I am
without them. Time to play ball.
So close … It was a pretty quiet locker
room after the game tonight. A sad ending
to an amazing season. I could not ask for a
better group of guys to play with and for.
Apparently, we got a bid to play in NIT
so although we just missed going to the
NCAAs, our season is not over yet.
ENTRY 8—MARCH 13
I finally got to spend some time with my
family! Spring break is almost over and it
was an awesome day hanging out with my
two little brothers and parents.
ENTRY 9—MARCH 16
Just finished classes for the day and it
looks like they could be the only classes I
attend this week. The hardest part of travel
is that I get so far behind in class and have
makeup tests while my classmates are
already studying for the next test.
Nevertheless, we are off to Colorado. We
play Colorado State in the first round of
the NIT.
Landed in Denver and now driving an
hour and a half or so to Fort Collins. I am
exhausted and can’t wait to get some sleep.
ENTRY 10—MARCH 18
What a game!! This is too cool! I am
proud to say that I am a part of the first

Jackrabbit postseason win in the Division 1
era! We played tough tonight and it looks
like we are headed to Nashville, Tennessee,
to take on Vanderbilt in the second round.
I have to admit, I am getting pretty
nervous when thinking about when I come
back to school now since I will be missing
four-straight days of class as well as two
tests and two labs. I am laughing at how
difficult next week could end up being, but
this experience is worth the sacrifice. I keep
thinking how proud I am to represent both
the state of South Dakota and South
Dakota State University.
ENTRY 11—MARCH 20
Landed in Nashville last night and it is
definitely a place I would like to come visit.
The restaurant in the hotel even had live
music. I am getting really excited to play
tonight and my dad is making the long trip,
which means a lot to me. My mom and dad
have been my biggest supporters along
with my two brothers, my girlfriend Kenzie,
and all of my friends. I owe them all so
much. Also, I am grateful for my amazing
professors who have really been champs
working with me this whole season as I am
constantly having to reschedule tests. Dr.
Hansen has especially been helpful to me
and I cannot say thanks enough. Anyway,
time to go watch film and get ready for
Vanderbilt tonight!
And that’s it. We played hard and I am so
proud of this team. We just needed a few
more shots to fall and to get a few more
stops on defense. It has been an emotional
few weeks and it is hard to accept this
group of guys will never all be putting on
the uniform together again. Personally, I
feel a sense of accomplishment knowing I
did something special this year being able
to manage my time as a pharmacy student
and a basketball player. I’ll never forget this
year.
ENTRY 12—MARCH 22
Reality has set in and I need to get to the
library ASAP! Time to get caught up with
school! I only have three tests this week
(two makeups and one scheduled). I hope
you enjoyed reading about the highs and
lows that come with being a pharmacy
student-athlete.
Keaton Moffitt
Moffitt reaches for a ball during the Jackrabbits’ seasonending loss at Vanderbilt in the National Invitation
Tournament. Photo by Mike Strasinger.
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Student organization awards

ASP
honored at
national
level again
Leah Eckstein, chapter president, holds the Chapter Achievement award that the SDSU student organization received when it was named
the Division AAA runner-up for outstanding chapter of in the American Pharmacists Association Academy of Student Pharmacists.

SDSU’s chapter of the American
Pharmacists Association Academy of
Student Pharmacists continues to turn
heads at the national level.
For the second year in a row, the
chapter was the second runner-up in
Division AAA for the Chapter
Achievement Award. The award was
presented March 29 at the APhA annual
meeting in San Diego. There are 37
colleges in the division.
The award covered the 2013-14
academic year, a time in which the 320member chapter was focused on
patient-care activities for rural and
underserved populations.
The students put on health fairs twice
at the Banquet in Sioux Falls, the Harvest
Table in Brookings and the Gathering in
Madison, all places that offer free meals to
low-income citizens. The Academy of
Student Pharmacists offers glucose, blood
pressure and cholesterol screenings as well
as over-the-counter product education.
Additional screenings were conducted
at community pharmacies and at the
Wellness Fair and the Employee Benefit
Fair held on campus. Members also
presented information on prescription
drug abuse, appropriate use of over-the20 College of Pharmacy

counter medications, poison prevention
and medication adherence.
The chapter undertook several
activities related to professionalism,
including billboards promoting American
Pharmacists Month (in collaboration with

the South Dakota Pharmacists
Association) and a residency showcase to
promote student professional development.
The chapter was represented by adviser
Teresa Seefeldt and 10 students.

Student organization awards
The following awards were presented at the spring
convocation April 15:
American Association of Pharmaceutical
Scientists
Guoqiang Ai
Phi Lambda Sigma
Member of the Year: Amber Olson
Adviser of the Year: Dave Helgeland
Kappa Psi
P2 Brother of the Year: Kyle Yerks
Kappa Epsilon
Member of the Year: Amanda Johnson
Past President Award: Lauren Dartois
American Pharmaceutical Association-Academy
of Student Pharmacists
Pre-Pharmacy member of the Year: Whitney Specht
P1 Member of the Year: Shelby Carlson
P2 Member of the Year: Travis Van Ede
P3 Member of the Year: Hilary Schilla
P4 Member of the Year: Alex Olinger

Results from the fall convocation research
poster session Nov. 3.
(Awarded at the April 15 spring convocation)
Professional program students
First: Joshua Ohrtman and Lea Telkamp
Second (tie): Samantha Wagner
Second (tie): Laura Martin
Junior graduate students
First: Chowdhury S Abdullah
Second: Guoqiang Ai
Third: Muzaffar Abbas
Senior graduate students
First: Satya Sai Sadhu
Second (tie): Yang Yang
Second (tie): Pratik Muley

Skate night funds
project in Sierra
Leone
ce skating and Sierra Leone may seem like
polar opposites, but members of the SDSU
chapter of the American Pharmacists
Association Academy of Student Pharmacists
found that the pull of the ice rink was the perfect
attraction to fund an Ebola protection effort in
Sierra Leone.
In November 2014, more than $600 was raised
at an open-skating night at the Larsen Ice Arena
in Brookings.
A total of more than $700 was sent to Global
Links, a national organization that collects medical
supplies and donates them to countries like Sierra
Leone that lack basics like hospital gowns, gloves,
masks and goggles.
Sierra Leone was targeted for help because
Christophina Lynch, a doctoral student who
defended her dissertation in February, had worked
as a clinical pharmacist at a hospital in Sierra Leone.
“She talked to me about wanting to start a
project to raise money to purchase the personal
protective equipment so I connected her with the
APhA-ASP leadership to get things started,” said
Teresa Seefeldt, an associate professor in
pharmaceutical sciences and an ASP adviser.
At the time of the fundraiser, Ebola was
epidemic in the West African country, killing
hundreds with thousands of diagnosed cases and
hospitals running out of supplies.
This was the first time the chapter launched
an international effort and the work was
instrumental in the chapter receiving the South
Dakota Board of Regents Award for
Organizational Leadership at its April 1 meeting
in Vermillion, Seefeldt said.

I

South Dakota State's chapter of American Pharmacists Association Academy of Student Pharmacists
was honored by the South Dakota Board of Regents. Receiving the award are: from left, David
Chicoine, South Dakota State president; Teresa Seefeldt, APhA-ASP chapter adviser; Leah Eckstein,
APhA-ASP chapter president; Dean Krogman, Board of Regents president; Brittney Meyer, APhA-ASP
chapter adviser; and Jack Warner, Board of Regents executive director.

Students make their message clear during a fundraising night at Larson Ice Arena in Brookings. More than
$600 was raised in the November 2014 event to raise funds for Global Links, which collects medical
supplies for distribution in other countries. The SDSU chapter of the American Pharmacists Association
Academy of Student Pharmacists organized the event, which was supported by students from several
majors.

Prepharmacy student Bailie Carlson of
Hutchinson, Minnesota, is all smiles after
placing a whipped cream pie into the face
of Assistant Dean Dan Hansen, during a
State-A-Thon fundraising event Feb. 27 at
the University Student Union.
Hansen was the leading faculty/staff
fundraiser. State-A-Thon raised $17,097.90
Feb. 27 for Children’s Miracle Network
Hospitals.
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White Coat
Ceremony

Garrett Schramm, Pharm.D. ’04, delivers his comments during the 2015 White Coat Ceremony. Schramm,
who discovered pharmacy at a health career fair, told the recipients patients must come first, the importance
of teamwork and to pay it forward throughout their careers.

Chemistry major
finds pharmacy
through chance
meeting

22 College of Pharmacy

rom a chance meeting while at a
Pharmacy in 2004. Currently the
University of South Dakota health
coordinator of pharmacy education
career fair, Garrett Schramm
and training at Mayo Clinic, he was the
found his career.
keynote speaker at the 2015 White Coat
Debra Farver and Joel Houglum
Ceremony.
were representing South Dakota State’s
Schramm grew up on a family farm
College of Pharmacy at the career fair
near Utica before becoming an Alland struck up a conversation with
America pole vaulter at USD. With
Schramm.
majors in mathematics and chemistry,
“We talked to Garrett at the fair and
he planned to pursue research in
he said he was interested in chemistry
chemistry. However, that all changed
and research and we said that’s the type upon meeting Farver and Houglum.
of student we love to get into our
“She allowed me to shadow her at her
program,” Farver recalled. “I remember practice in Yankton,” Schramm recalled.
we developed a connection that day
“She, single-handedly, is the person
and set up a time to talk further and
responsible for getting me interested in
pharmacy. Observing her was one of
have him shadow me.”
the most profound experiences, seeing
After graduating from USD in 2000,
how she worked with others ... she
Schramm came to South Dakota State
and graduated from the College of

F

connected with the research aspect by
modeled the teamwork aspect for me in
conducting research on disease states.
real time.”
He then became the administrator for
Farver recalled Schramm’s attention
eight residency programs in pharmacy at
during that shadowing experience.
Mayo as well as being program director for
“Garrett asked questions and then
the first-year acute care residency. In
follow-up questions, trying to think about
addition to overseeing those areas for
how his science or chemistry background
accreditation, he helps recruit candidates
could apply to what we were doing in
for the postgraduate residency programs
pharmacy,” Farver said. “He was trying to
and then, after they arrive, makes sure they
pick up concepts—things we’d expect
are prepared for the busy first year in the
from a student in the program—while
shadowing. I think he was trying to make a program.
“I wear a lot of hats,” Schramm said.
decision about his life, whether or not
pharmacy could be something for a career “What I enjoy the most every year is seeing
a new class of residents come in ready to
or not.”
learn. It’s our opportunity as a program to
After receiving his Pharm.D., Schramm
was a resident at Barnes-Jewish Hospital in develop them, build upon their solid
foundation of pharmacy school and better
St. Louis. He specialized in critical care in
prepare them for the ever-changing world
his second residency year. Critical care
of health care. I like to see the confidence
garnered his interest after working the
build in individuals. It’s a yearlong
overnight shift on weekends at Avera
McKennan in Sioux Falls. It was there Tom residency program, but we’re probably
packing three to five years of experience
Johnson, director of hospital pharmacy at
into those 12 months—so seeing the
Avera McKennan Hospital and University
amount of growth that happens is truly
Health Center, got Schramm interested in
amazing.”
clinical pharmacy and critical care
Schramm’s speech gave examples of
pharmacology.
items he heard when attending college but
Schramm started at Mayo in 2006 as a
didn’t take to heart until he entered the
critical care specialist. While working in
profession.
the patient-care focused position, he
He talked about how the graduates will
worked with pharmacy students and
be entering an exclusive patient-oriented
residents, as well as other professionals on
service and how they will need to put the
the health-care team. He also stayed
needs of the patients first, no matter what

their own needs are at the time.
Pharmacists need to be empathetic as no
one wants to get bad news or told they
need to start a medication.
“Equally important is the teamwork
component. When I was a student sitting
at this ceremony, I didn’t really appreciate
the role pharmacy had in the profession.
We can provide medication expertise to
every member of the health-care team—
doctors, nurse practitioners, nurses—and
know how to deliver that expertise to each
audience and how you adjust it so that
each audience understands.”
Schramm concluded with telling the
students to show gratitude and make an
attempt to pay it forward.
“Be thankful to those who paved the way
for you. It can be a preceptor or mentor or
faculty member,” he said. “A lot of
sacrifices have been made for your
development. Spend the rest of your career
paying it forward, not one or two years.
Make it a career commitment.”
Matt Schmidt

Following the presentation of the white coats, Dean
Dennis Hedge addresses the attendees at the 2015
White Coat Ceremony.
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Eighty-two

Success stories

Meet our 18th class of six-year
Doctor of Pharmacy graduates

Jacqueline Adams
Target
Pharmacist

MaKenzie Aesoph

Sarah Ahrndt
Katherine Aman Elder
Sioux Falls VA Health Care Walmart
System
Pharmacist
PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident

Ryan Beadle
Walgreens
Pharmacist

Joe Berendse
Nicholas Bitz
Boise VA Medical Center
CVS
PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident Pharmacist

Lindsay Bossman
Walmart
Pharmacist

Anthony Appel
Walgreens
Pharmacist

Brittany Baldry Loncorich
Fry's Food
Pharmacist

Amanda Bursack
Walgreens
Pharmacist

Clarie Carson
Carson Drug
Pharmacist

Alicia Christensen
Andrea Christy
Avera McKennan Hospital Target
& University Health Center Pharmacist
PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident

Emily Coughlin
Avera McKennan Hospital
& University Health Center
PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident

Tyson Dietrich
Jesse Domino
Rapid City Regional
Avera Heart Hospital
Hospital
Pharmacist
PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident

Jodi Fischer Sunderland
Walgreens
Pharmacist

Kelsey George Swoboda
Lewis Drug
Pharmacist

Kristen Gruis Dierks
Lewis Drug
Pharmacist

Keely Hamann

Cassie Heisinger
Lewis Drug
Pharmacist

Kari Holland Begeman
Walgreens
Pharmacist

Abbie Johnson
Walgreens
Pharmacist

Kirsten Johnson
Sarah Johnson Cooper
Sanford USD Medical
Lewis Drug
Center
Pharmacist
PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident
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Andrew Hemmer
Walmart
Pharmacist

Sara Keller Gundersen
Gregory Kniffen
Lutheran
PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident

Jonathan Koskela
Lewis Drug
Pharmacist

Katie Kraayenbrink
Lewis Drug
Pharmacy Manager

J. Robert Kroeger III
Target
Pharmacist

Maggie Kruschel
Skonhovd
VA Nebraska-Western
Iowa Health Care System
PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident

Joshua Ladwig
Susan Lane
VA Black Hills Health Care St. Luke's Hospital
System
PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident
PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident

Aaron Larson
Shelby Ling
Sioux Falls VA Health Care Walgreens
System
Pharmacist
PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident

Kyle Loftus
Walmart
Pharmacist

Ashley Losing
Sanford Medial Center
Fargo
PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident

Molly Mack
Murphy Mack
Avera McKennan Hospital Sanford Vermillion
& University Health Center Pharmacist
PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident

Kacy Magnus
Walgreens
Pharmacist

Christopher Menssen
Walmart
Pharmacist

Anna Meyer Retterath
Target
Pharmacist

Seth Moe
Rite Aid
Pharmacist

Kelci Muehling Owen
CVS
Pharmacist

Heather Nelson
Walgreens
Pharmacist

Megan Nelson
Lewis Drug
Pharmacist

Shelby Nielsen
Colleen O’Connell
Jamie O’Hara Young
Avera McKennan Hospital Tucson Medical Center
Target
& University Health Center PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident Pharmacist
PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident

Alexander Olinger
Theodore Osborn
April Pottebaum
Mayo Clinic
Sheridan VA Medical
Barnes-Jewish Hospital
PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident Center
PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident
PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident

Ashley Larson Benda
Avera McKennan Hospital
& University Health Center
PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident

Aaron Muller
Walgreens
Pharmacist

Maria Odens Christopher
Avera St. Mary's Hospital
Pharmacist

Ashley Potter
Taylor Ramsdell
Adrienna Rasche
Avera McKennan Hospital CHI Health Immanuel
Walmart
& University Health Center PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident Pharmacist
PGY-1 Pharmacy Resident
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New pharmacy graduates

Karen Richart Zhradnicek
Walmart
Pharmacist

Allison Roberts Lutterman
CVS
Pharmacist

Eric Robinson
Walmart
Pharmacist

Susan Rust
Walgreens
Pharmacist

Daniel Schultz
Walgreens
Pharmacist

Carlie Soper
Indian Health Service
Pharmacist

Elliott Strand
Target
Pharmacist

Jordan Stricherz
Kmart
Pharmacist

Britany Swaback
Deuermeyer
Cub Foods
Pharmacist

Brittany Sykora
Kmart
Pharmacist

Kayla Thooft Bucher

Jessica Thyen
Kmart
Pharmacist

Emily Van Klompenburg
SDSU-Lewis Drug
PGY-1 Community
Pharmacy Resident

Rachael Vetter

Shawn Voss
Fairview Northland
Medical Center
PGY-1 Pharmacy
Resident

Jessica Wahl Nowak
Sanford USD Medical
Center
PGY-1 Pharmacy
Resident

Ashley Weber
Hennepin County
Medical Center
PGY-1 Pharmacy
Resident

Cory Wegehaupt
Lewis Drug
Pharmacist

Stevie Wessel
Rite Aid
Pharmacist

Kirre Wold
Mercy Medical Center
PGY-1 Pharmacy
Resident

Bretton Young
Avera Queen of Peace
Hospital
Pharmacist

Amber Zemlicka
Kessler's
Pharmacist

GRADUATE AWARDS PRESENTED AT HOODING CEREMONY • May 8, 2015
APhA-ASP Senior Recognition Certificate and Clock:
Ashley Potter, Becker, Minnesota

Lilly Achievement Award:
Molly Mack, Redfield

SDSU College of Pharmacy Patient Care Award:
Katherine Aman, Sergeant Bluff, Iowa

Avera Cancer Institute Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Oncology Pharmacy:
Ashley Losing, Alpena

Merck Award:
Colleen O’Connell, Edina, Minn.;
Keely Hamann, Appleton, Minn.

Mylan Excellence in Pharmacy Award:
Joe Berendse, Rapid City

Facts and Comparisons-Award of Excellence in
Clinical Communication:
Aaron Larson, Hutchinson, Minn.

Natural Medicines Graduation Award:
Kacy Magnus, Blooming Prairie, Minn.

Teva Pharmaceuticals USA—Outstanding Student
Award:
April Pottebaum, Alton, Iowa
Distinguished Graduate:
Alex Olinger, Ames, Iowa
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Kaushal Dave
GRAD STUDENT OF THE YEAR

Honored for work in Perumal’s
drug delivery research lab
raduate Student of the Year
Kaushal Dave leaves SDSU with
his name on a patent application.
Dave, a native of northwest India, has
served in the lab of pharmaceutical
sciences department head Omathanu
Perumal since Dave arrived at SDSU in
2009. The lab focuses on
topical/transdermal drug delivery and
formulation development for prevention
and treatment of breast cancer.
As a graduate research assistant, he
developed and characterized liquid and
semi-solid formulations for topical and
transdermal drug delivery.
The patent, filed in 2013, covers
“Compositions and Methods for Localized
Drug Delivery through Mammary
Papillae.” Specifically, using nipple in the
breast for localized drug delivery for
prevention and treatment of early stage
breast cancer.
The nipple has 15-20 small ducts that
can be used to deliver drugs to the
underlying breast tissue.
“Our preliminary studies with rats have
shown anticancer activity in the breast
cancer tumor model, using our novel
drug delivery approach” he said.
Dave was involved in addressing the
key fundamental questions in
demonstrating the potential of this route
for developing localized drug delivery for
breast cancer. He also developed
formulations that show enhanced drug
transport through the breast, whic is the
subject of his doctoral work and the
patent application filed by SDSU.
The patent is licensed to Tranzderm
Solutions and lists Perumal, Dave, Santha
Sreevidya and Distinguished Professor
Emeritus Chandradhar Dwivedi as
inventors.

G

A fulfilling six years
“At SDSU, I had an opportunity to work
on very exciting research projects,” said
Dave, who graduated in May with a

doctorate in
pharmaceutical
sciences.
“I presented my
research findings
at several
scientific
meetings through
podium and
poster
presentations and
the work was
recognized with more than 10 awards. In
addition, I had the experience of writing
research grants, and I was awarded two
research grants at SDSU,” he said.
“Besides research, I was involved in
several scientific, professional and sports
organizations (cricket club) during my
time at SDSU.
“I have been an active member of the
American Association of Pharmaceutical
Scientists and the Controlled Release
Society, the two most prominent
organizations in the world in the area of
drug delivery and pharmaceutical
sciences, and have served as an organizer,
chair, moderator and speaker at various
annual meetings.”
Perumal noted part of the reason he
was selected as Graduate Student of the
Year was because of his leadership in
those national and international
scientific organizations.
“He has an excellent balance of the ‘hard’
scientific skills and the ‘soft’ professional
skills’ that make him stand out among the
graduate students,” Perumal said.
Also, in summer 2013, Dave had an
internship at Boehringer Ingelheim
Pharmaceuticals in Ridgefield,
Connecticut. “Boehringer Ingelheim is
the largest private pharmaceutical
company in the world, and it was a very
rich and educational experience,” he said.

And baby makes three
Another rich experience at SDSU was
the birth of daughter Neeti. The first born
of Sheetal and Kaushal Dave arrived Feb.
3, 2015.
Now the family is in Silver Spring,
Maryland, where he is a fellow with the
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research
with the Food and Drug Administration.
The position entails reviewing drug
product applications related to topical
and transdermal drug delivery systems.
Perumal notes the position will provide a
much broader exposure to the drug
product development and approval
process than he would have gotten in
academic or industry research labs.
Perumal said, “It is because of his
exceptional scientific and leadership skills
that he was recruited for such a position
right after graduation.”
Dave added, “I plan to work at the FDA
for a decade or more. My long-term
objective is to help establish a
pharmaceutical organization in the area
of manufacturing and research with the
aim of creating social impact, meaning
that the profit of the company would go
back to the society.
“I would like to contribute in the area of
education, health and helping less
privileged people,” Dave said.
Dave Graves
Assistant Dean Xiangming Guan presents Kaushal
Dave the Graduate Student of the Year plaque in
recognition of his efforts.
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Amy Huntimer Preceptor of the Year
my Huntimer enjoys people. That’s
part of the reason she originally
chose to be a pharmacist. This
attitude also inspired her to become a
preceptor and prompted her students to
select her as the South Dakota State
University College of Pharmacy’s 2015
Preceptor of the Year.
“Amy Huntimer is an excellent, upbeat
teacher for our students,” said Advanced
Pharmacy Practice Experience
coordinator Bernie Hendricks. “She loves
having students at her pharmacy, and she
and her staff focus very well on
improving our students’ skills and
providing a steady flow of important
learning experiences throughout the
rotation. Preceptors like Amy are an
invaluable asset to our program.”
Huntimer graduated from South
Dakota State University with her
Pharm.D. degree in 2005. She then began
working at a Sioux Falls Hy-Vee
pharmacy immediately following
graduation and has been a manager since
2009. During her past eight years as a
pharmacy preceptor, Huntimer has
worked with students for community
pharmacy rotations and the occasional
management rotation.
Huntimer’s goals as a preceptor are to
make sure students enjoy what they are
doing while also expanding and applying
their course material to real-life situations.
“I love showing students the impact we
can make at a retail level, especially with
the opportunities we have to offer,” said
Huntimer. “Pharmaceutical care is
constantly expanding and continues to be
an asset to a person’s overall health care. I
want them to see as many different
aspects of pharmacy as possible while
they are with me. Any opportunity I see
for learning, I get them involved—from
dealing with insurance companies, nurses,
physicians, law, ethics and management to
developing professional relationships with
patients and staff.”
What Huntimer most enjoys is
developing relationships with patients
and their families. She hopes students
find a similar appreciation in the
profession.

A

“Any opportunity I see for
learning, I get them
involved—from dealing with
insurance companies, nurses,
physicians, law, ethics and
management to developing
professional relationships with
patients and staff.”
Amy Huntimer
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“I want students to have a positive
experience and realize they can make a
difference in people’s lives. I enjoy
showing them how the smallest things
can make a patient’s day, from a caring
attitude to going the extra mile for each
patient. I want these students to learn to
treat every patient like they are your only
patient.”
Students provided positive feedback
after their rotations at the Hy-Vee
pharmacy.
“I really enjoyed this rotation,” one
student wrote. “Amy did a great job of
making sure I was always learning
something new. If something interesting
came up, she would wait until I was
available to go through it with her so that
I could learn from it. She definitely knows
how to build upon your strengths, but she
also helps you work on areas you aren’t as
confident with. Overall, this was an
excellent rotation.”
Huntimer enjoys spending her free time
with her family. Her husband, Adam, is
also an SDSU alumnus, and they have
three daughters—4-year-old Alexis and 2year-old twins, Haley and Holly.
Madelin Mack

Dean Dennis Hedge, right, honors Amy Huntimer ’05 as
the college’s Preceptor of the Year.
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Assessment report
Seeking your input on the
Assessment of “APPEREADY”

students are APPE-Ready by demonstrating proficiency in pre-APPE
competencies. While ACPE Standards 2007 included guidance on preAPPE expectations, Standards 2016 requires mapping of the
curriculum and students’ demonstration of the pre-APPE
competencies. Specifically, Standards 2016 contains 11 pre-APPE core
domains, ability statements for each domain, and example
The Accreditation Council for
Pharmacy Education recently finalized competencies. The SDSU College of Pharmacy created its own
Standards 2016 that will go into effect competency statements based on Standards 2016. We are developing
assessments that all third-year students must successfully complete
July 1, 2016. Revision of Standards
before entering APPEs to assure students are APPE-Ready. We would
2007 was based on many factors
like to have your input on these assessments.
including the expanding of
Jane R. Mort
pharmacists’ roles, new outcomes from
Associate Dean for Academic Programs
the Center for the Advancement of
Pharmacy Education, Institute of
Medicine Report, various landmark
papers and consensus statements. While the revision involved shifting Please help us establish the optimal assessments for assuring
emphasis and reorganization, one of the significant alterations was the students are APPE-Ready by completing a survey available at
https://sdsu-pharmacy-alumni.questionpro.com or linked from the
addition of a requirement to assure students are Advance Pharmacy
SDSU College of Pharmacy homepage
Practice Experience-Ready, Practice-Ready and Team-Ready.
(http://www.sdstate.edu/pha/index.cfm). The survey will take
Students’ entry into APPEs is a critical juncture in the curriculum
approximately 15 minutes. Your insight and input are important.
when students move to a more independent role with greater
expectations and responsibilities. Therefore, it is important to assure

Core Domain

Ability Statement

Patient Safety —
Accurately Dispense Medications

Demonstrate a commitment to and a valuing of patient safety by assuring accurate preparation, labeling, dispensing and
distribution of prescriptions and medication orders.

Basic Patient Assessment

Collect, record and assess subjective and objective patient data to define health and medication-related problems. Patient
information is collected in a manner demonstrating knowledge of patient educational level, the unique cultural and socioeconomic situations of patients, and compliance with requirements for patient privacy.

Medication Information

Demonstrate knowledge—and accept responsibility for that knowledge—of commonly used medications, formulations and drug
products.

Identification, Assessment and Resolution of
Drug-related Problems

Correlate drug-related variables and patient-related variables to identify and assess drug-related problems. Evaluate how the
unique characteristics of patients and patient populations impact on manifestations of drug-related problems.

Mathematics – Applied to
pharmaceutical calculations, compounded
medications, dose calculations and
applications of pharmacokinetic calculations

Utilize pharmaceutical and pharmacokinetics mathematics to perform accurate medication calculations. Value the importance of
total accuracy in performing and applying these calculations.

Ethical, Professional
and Legal Behavior

In all health-care activities, demonstrate knowledge of and sensitivity toward the unique characteristics of each patient. Comply
with all federal, state and local laws related to pharmacy practice. Demonstrate ethical and professional behavior in all practice
activities.

General Communication
Abilities

Demonstrate effective communication in interactions with patients, their families and caregivers, and other health-care
providers. Communication should be consistent with education level, cultural issues and be empathetic. Elicit feedback
validating understanding of communication. These skills are essential in carrying out the Pharmacists’ Patient Care Process.

Patient Education

Provide effective health and medication information to patients and/or caregivers and confirm patient and/or caregiver
understanding of the information being provided.

Drug Information Analysis
and Literature Research

Assess information needs of patients and health providers and apply knowledge of study design and literature analysis and
retrieval to provide accurate, evidence-based drug information.

Health and Wellness —
Public Health

Know and apply principles of health and wellness when providing individual and population-based health and wellness
information. Integrate unique characteristics of individuals and populations in design of health and wellness information.

Insurance/Prescription
Drug Coverage

Utilizing knowledge of a wide array of private and public health insurance options, assist patients and caregivers to obtain their
medications and related para-pharmaceuticals in an affordable manner that meets their health-care needs.
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Department of Pharmacy Practice
reetings from the Department of Pharmacy
Practice. This past academic year has been
filled with many accomplishments and has
gone incredibly fast. I am happy to update you on
the many accomplishments in the department.
To start, we hired two faculty. Chamika
Hawkins-Taylor joined us in January. She came
from the Twin Cities where she had been working
in the health insurance area. She brings a wealth
of knowledge as she has expertise in the area of
social and administrative pharmacy and is based
in Brookings.
Kazuhiko Kido will be joining us in August
after completing a PGY2 residency in cardiology
at the University of Kentucky. He will develop a
clinical pharmacy practice at Avera McKennan
Hospital in Sioux Falls.
Other exciting faculty news to share is that
John Kappes received rank adjustment to
associate professor this past spring. This is a
wonderful accomplishment for him and a
testament to his outstanding contributions in all
areas of his work as a faculty member.
In June of last year, our community pharmacy
residency program underwent its very first
accreditation site visit. We were early in the
accreditation site visit cycle and we received
official notification this past April that our
residency received accreditation for the next three
years, at which time we will need to submit a
report listing the modifications that were made to
the program based on their recommendations. I
appreciate the outstanding work of our faculty,
site preceptors and residents for this very
successful result. I would also like to extend a
thank you to Jodi Heins, residency program
director, for her wonderful leadership in this
accreditation process.
In the area of classroom instruction, we have
been busy creating new elective courses taught in
the third year of the professional program. A new
elective, “Advanced Ambulatory Care,” will be
offered this fall semester. Two additional electives,
“Clinical Research I” and “Clinical Research II,”
will be offered this fall and next spring,
respectively. The addition of these electives is
important to make sure student-learning
opportunities remain concurrent with advances
in pharmacy practice.
Another curriculum advancement is the
college’s recent and future expanded use of an
electronic health record system to allow students
to become familiar with navigating those systems.
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The electronic health record will not only be
utilized in the advanced ambulatory care elective
course, but also in some of the pharmacy practice
course sequence activities, so all students will
have the opportunity to gain familiarity of these
systems prior to embarking on the experiential
year of the professional program.
The teaching certificate program continued in
a vibrant fashion again this year. Interest in the
program remains strong and we plan to continue
offering this program to the residency programs
across the state. In addition, a few volunteer
clinical preceptors participated in the program
this year.
Interprofessional education activities
continued with the addition of three activities. In
total, we participated in more than 40 different
interprofessional educational events this past
academic year. The interprofessional education
activities we have are aligned with the pharmacy
practice course sequence. Faculty continue to
develop high-quality interprofessional activities
that have a positive impact on student learning.
Two faculty in the department were recognized
for their outstanding contributions to teaching.
Tadd Hellwig was selected as the college’s Scholar
of the Year at the Celebration of Faculty
Excellence. Deb Farver was selected as the
Students’ Association Teacher of the Year for the
College of Pharmacy. Farver carried the college
banner at the undergraduate commencement
ceremonies and will be in the Hobo Day Parade
this coming fall.
As you can see by the highlights mentioned, we
have had quite a busy, but successful year. I would
like to close by thanking all of our wonderful
preceptors. Your contributions are an integral
piece to help our students achieve great success. I
want to thank you for your contributions.

James Clem, Pharm.D.
Professor and department head
Dept. of Pharmacy Practice
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Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences
reetings from the Department of
Pharmaceutical Sciences. Several of
our faculty achieved service
milestones this year, led by Xiangming
Guan, who completed 20 years of service
to the college, and Gudiseva
Chandrasekher and I have completed 10
years of service to the college and the state.
Additionally, Shafiqur Rahman has been
selected to participate in the Academic
Leadership Fellows Program of the
American Association of Colleges of
Pharmacy. He will begin this yearlong
program this fall.
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Research Updates

Wenfeng An received a National
Institutes of Health grant to develop a new
animal model to study genetic changes
during development and disease. He also
received a sub-award from NIH on a
related multi-institutional research project.
Craig Jordan, endowed professor of
breast oncology at MD Anderson Cancer
Center, delivered the Francis Miller Lecture.
He is considered the ‘Father of Tamoxifen’
for his pioneering research work in
developing tamoxifen as an antibreast
cancer agent.
The research work from Gudiseva
Program Updates
Chandraskeher’s group was selected as a
The department faculty continue to
‘hot topic’ at the Association for Research
provide high-quality instruction to our
in Vision and Ophthalmology’s annual
students through the use of innovative
meeting held in Denver. Only the top 10
teaching strategies. For example,
percent of the nearly 9,000 abstracts
Hemachand Tummala continues to
submitted to this national meeting are
innovate and implement new studentselected as a ‘hot topic’ presentation.
centered active learning strategies in the
Several graduate and undergraduate
pharmaceutics lab. He attended the boot
students received awards for their research
camp organized by the Professional
presentations at the Annual Pharmacy
Compounding Centers of America in
Research Day at SDSU while several
Houston. The college is now a member of undergraduates received awards for their
the PCCA. This membership will provide research presentations at SDSU’s annual
access to unique compounding formulas
Undergraduate Research, Scholarship and
and excipients for the
Creative Activity Day.
pharmaceutics/compounding lab.
The faculty continue to advance the
Tummala received the college’s teaching research in pharmaceutical sciences
excellence award for his innovative
through high-quality publications,
teaching approach.
research presentations at national meetings
Another innovative teaching strategy
and patent applications. Several faculty
implemented was Teresa Seefeldt’s use of
served on grant review panels of
high-fidelity simulation in the
national/international funding agencies
department’s pharmacology course to
and on editorial boards of research
enhance student learning.
journals.
Finally, Rahman served as a councilor
Finally, I would like to thank our faculty,
and executive committee member of the
students and staff for their hard work and
Division of Pharmacology Education of
dedication to the department’s teaching
American Society of Pharmacology and
and research efforts. I also extend my
Experimental Therapeutics.
sincere appreciation to all our stakeholders
A record number of seven doctoral
for their continued support.
students graduated this academic year. The
Have a wonderful summer!
students have taken positions in academia,
research institutes, pharmaceutical
Om Perumal, Ph.D.
industry and government regulatory
Department Head and Associate Professor
agencies. Kaushal Dave was recognized as
Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences
the Graduate Student of the Year for his
all-around excellence.
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Morrell A. Spencer
Richard J. and Dakota R.
Spielmann
Regina Spioch
Robert L. Sprecher
Lawrence P. Springsteen
Kenneth H. and Marlene M. Stacey
Gary E. Stach
Harlan C. and Dian Stai

Conley J. Stanage
Tasha D. Standing Soldier
Steve and Julie Statz
Patricia Steele
Tyrone L. and Deidra J. Steen
Loren M. and Susan J. Steenson
James L. Stehley
Lowell T. and Susan Sterler
Julie C. Stevens
Adam M. and Laura K. Stoebner
Carol A. Stoll
Stacey A. and Damon L. Stormo
Paula G. Stotz
Gail C. Strand
Richard N. Strand
Heather J. Strobel
Jim R. Strunk
Peter W. and Mardell G. Stuerman
Dennis C. and Laura L. Stuetelberg
James A. and Diane L. Sturdevant
James L. and Pat A. Swain
Dawn J. Swart
Robert K. Sylvester
Patricia A. Tabor
Kristen N. Tate
Alice E. Tavarez
Brian L. and Ann M. Temple
Vivian D. Thatcher
Lisa L. Thelen
Gary A. and Emogene J. Thibodeau
Mary J. Thomas
Ben G. Thompson
Carveth and Margaret Thompson
Sandra J. Thompson
Shari D. Thompson
Kimberlee A. Thuringer
Laurie A. Tidemann
Pat Tille
Matthew J. Toennies
Stacie L. Tomkins

Andy R. and Heidi M. Tonneson
Larry A. and Gayla L. Torguson
Jillian C. Tucek
Tyler J. and Kristin J. Turek
Jeffrey M. Turner
Barry J. and Lori L. Uecker
Elwin P. and Marilyn K. Valberg
Paul F. Van De Rostyne
Ryan and Deidra Van Gilder
Katie S. Van Hecke
John J. Van Moer
Linda S. Van Pelt
Gary C. and Sharon R. Van Riper
Louis and Desirae Van Roekel
Leon J. and Barbara Vanden Berg
Dale G. Vander Hamm
Sheryl L. Vaske
Nona L. Vernon
Emily J. Vitek
Vernon P. and Cathrene M. Voelzke
Glenn D. and Mary Ann Voss
Charles L. and Judith R. Waggoner
David Waggoner
Richard E. Waggoner
Walgreens Company
Bradford G. Wallenberg
Walmart Stores Inc.
Kristi J. Wanner
Faye and Roger Wassenaar
Prentice C. and Susan E. Weaver
Marlene M. Weber
Thomas P. Weismantel
William T. and Connie L. Weiss
John W. Weitgenant
Wells Fargo Bank NA
Richard O. and Arlene Wells
Andrew L. and Lisa M. Westberg
Gale O. and Esther M. Westburg
Theodore A. and Brigid A. Westley
Catherine E. Wetzeler

Brian P. White
James R. White
Vern Scott Whitley
Roland T. and Linda K. Wick
Kay Widdis
Murray and Kay Widdis
Jerome D. Wiederrich
Katie S. Wiederrich
Robert D. Wik
Raymond D. Wilkins
C. Robert and Margaret C.
Willardson
Maxine V. Williams Estate
Randall D. and Vickie L. Williams
Stephen D. Willis
Patricia A. Wilson Pease
Kirk S. and Joyce Wilson
Raymond A. and Kellie Winsel
Robyn K. Wintersteen
Spenser A. Wipf
Nanette S. Wittenberg
Richard F. and Kathleen M. Wojcik
Dennis W. and Carol J. Wollman
Women's International
Pharmacy Inc.
Elizabeth N. Wood
Bay M. Wu
Keith A. Wurtz
Yankton District Pharmacy
Association
Kim A. Youngsma
Margaret A. Zard
Scott D. and Melaine Zeigler
Yan Zhang
Joanne Ziarek
Larry J. Zimmer
Roger A. Zobel

IMPACT the Future

with a simple stroke of the pen

SDSU supporters, like you, often tell us,
“I wish I could do more.”
You can.

SDSU Foundation
815 Medary Avenue
Brookings, SD 57006
www.sdstatefoundation.org
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Learn how you can impact students now
and in the future by including SDSU
in your will or estate plans.
For more information, contact the SDSU Foundation, Office of Gift Planning
at 888-747-7378 or giftplanning@sdstatefoundation.org.

IN MEMORIAM
Murray D. Widdis Jr. ’54 died Feb. 9,
2015, at age 82 in Venice, Florida, where
he had been a part-time resident the last
12 years.
Murray had been a resident of Arlington
Heights, Illinois, for 45 years and worked in
sales for Eli Lilly.
He was born May 7, 1932, in Detroit to
Murray and Leona Widdis and raised in
Sioux Falls, where he was a graduate of
Washington High School. His father was a
1924 graduate who was a licensed South
Dakota pharmacist for 75 years, keeping
his license active after retiring in 1980
from Lewis Drug.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2015-2016
He was a veteran of the U.S. Army, an
Eagle Scout, enjoyed boating and was a
member of the Power Squadron and U.S.
Coast Guard Auxiliary. His hobbies included
weather and photography.
Survivors include his wife of 57 years,
Kay (Salem), three children, Marc (Sue), of
Arlington Heights, Nancy (Tony) Chomenko,
of Hampshire, Ill., and Suzanne (Bob)
Zaborsky, of Algonquin, Ill.; and six
grandchildren.
Memorials may be made in care of the
SDSU Foundation to the Murray D. Widdis
Jr. Pharmacy Scholarship.

IN MEMORIAM

Tia Alexander Krier, a P4 student from

Vermillion, died Jan. 19, 2015, at
Rochester (Minnesota) Methodist Hospital
after a battle with cancer.
She was awarded her Pharm.D.
posthumously May 9. At the May 8
hooding ceremony, Krier was recognized
with an empty chair on the stage that
had her diploma and hood on it. Her

diploma and hood were presented to her
family immediately after the event.
Krier’s family purchased flowers for
the stage to thank the college and her
P4 class for their support throughout the
last year.
Krier, 23, was born July 7, 1991, in
Mitchell to Paul and Paula Krier. She
graduated from Vermillion High School in
2009.
Her SDSU activities included serving
as a community residential life assistant,
an undergraduate pharmacy mentor and
an anatomy lab assistant.
Survivors include her parents and her
brothers, Austin and Jacob, all of
Vermillion; her boyfriend, Andy Hemmer,
of Sioux Falls; and her grandparents, Ron
and Bev Krier, of Rapid City; and Paul
and Barb Reineke, of Osmond, Nebraska.
A celebration of her life was held Jan.
24 at St. Agnes Catholic Church in
Vermillion.

P1 Orientation – SDSU Student Union
Kappa Psi Picnic – Kappa Psi House
Student Organization Fair and ASP
Welcome Back Picnic
Sept. 3
Student Organization Meetings – Brookings
Sept. 18-19
South Dakota Pharmacists Association\
Annual Convention – Deadwood
Sept. 24
Student Organization Meetings – Brookings
Sept. 26
College of Pharmacy Scholarship Program –
SDSU Student Union
Oct. 5
MLS White Coat Ceremony –
SDSU Student Union
Oct. 15
Student Organization Meetings – Brookings
Oct. 24
Hobo Day
Oct. 26
Research Day/Keo Glidden Smith Fall
Convocation – SDSU Student Union
Oct. 30-Nov. 1 APhA-ASP Region V Midyear Regional
Meeting – Minneapolis
Nov. 5
Student Organization Meetings – Sioux Falls
Nov. 6-8
Kappa Psi Fall Conclave – Minneapolis
Nov. 17-19
Pharmacy Days 2015 – SDSU Student Union
Nov. 19
Student Organization Meetings – Brookings
Dec. 3
Student Organization Meetings – Brookings
Dec. 6-10
American Society of Health-System
Pharmacists Midyear Clinical Meeting –
New Orleans
Jan. 26-27
Legislative Days – Pierre
March 4-7
American Pharmacists l Association/
Academy of Student Pharmacists Annual
Meeting – Baltimore
April 1-2
Kappa Psi Conclave – Omaha, Nebraska
April 8-9
South Dakota Society of Health-System
Pharmacists Annual Meeting – Rapid City
April 14
Rho Chi Initiation Banquet –
SDSU Student Union
April 15
Pharmacy White Coat Ceremony –
SDSU Student Union
April 20
Spring Convocation – SDSU Student Union
April 20
College Achievement and Recognition
Program – SDSU Student Union
May 6
Hooding Ceremony – SDSU Performing
Arts Center
May 7
Graduation
Aug. 24
Aug. 27
Sept. 1
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DEAN’S CLUB

Thank you

Jan 1, 2014-June 1, 2015

Dean’s Club membership consists of alumni and friends who have contributed $500
or more annually to the College of Pharmacy. Dean’s Club members are recognized
as devoted friends of the college who make a significant impact on the college’s

3M - Matching Gifts
Steven M. and Robbie D. Aamot
Aberdeen District Pharmaceutical Assn.
Carnie R. Allex
Anderson Pharmacy Inc.
Anderson Pharmacy Inc.—Alcester Drug
Drew T. and Margaret A. Anderson
James A. Armbruster
Avera Health
Bob and Becky Baer
Gladys Bahnson
Harold S. Bailey Jr.
John C. and Patricia Bartholomew
Tom and Linda J. Bartholomew
Leonard J. and Ruth A. Bassett
Robert D. and Winnie H. Behrend
Owen G. Benthin
Thomas L. and Robin Beranek
Scott J. and Jessie L. Bergman
Bill P. Bernhard
Darrel C. and Peggy Bjornson
Black Hills District Pharmacist
Association
Duane C. and Gladys S. Bloedow
James J. Boehm
Boeing
Bill G. and Marilyn M. Bradfeldt
Jim Bregel
Perry W. and Jolene A. Brown
Marlin R. and Linda J. Brozik
Mark A. and Julie K. Burggraff
Russell W. and Janel Buseman
Eric J. Carda
John A. Carson
Philip E. Case
Terry F. and Sharon Casey
Gary S. and Rosemary L. Chappell
Nicole R. Chenoweth
Chet Johnson Drugs Inc.
Yee-Lai and Carla R. Chiu
Marlyn K. and Corinne J. Christensen
Larry L. Christensen
Nancy K. Peterson and Richard H. Chun
James and Marilyn Clem
Kay Coffield Pearson
Complete Home Care Inc.
Anthony J. and Jacquelynn D.
Cunningham
CVS Caremark Charitable Trust
William R. Darrah
Scott B. Deckert
Richard L. Deming
Jeff D. DeRouchey
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Susie Joy DeRouchey
Dennis A. and Carol L. Dingman
Dennis D. and Arlene C. Dobesh
Mary M. Pullman Dodge
Murray A. Doeden
Chandradhar and Prabha Dwivedi
Brian L. Erstad
Marny K. Eulberg
Michael L. and Michele M. Evink
Debra K. Farver
William J. and Lyla K. Flohrs
Steven R. Flora
William J. and Kay A. Folkerts
Sharon L. Foss
Theresa B. Frederick
Chad M. and Michele A. Fritz
Andrea B. Fuhrer
Jerry J. and Laurie J. Garry
Virginia A. Gebhart
Douglas R. and Deana L. Geraets
Mary C. Ghaffari
Lyle and Shirley Glascock
C. Boyd Granberg
Kevin C. and Lorie L. Haarberg
Dan and Jessica Hansen
Richard C. and Norma J. Hanson
J. Rick and Peggy A. Harter
Thomas D. and Sheila Zukley Hartnett
Dennis D. and Susan J. Hedge
Laurilyn D. Helmers
Nicole M. Hepper
James R. Hersrud
Bernard E. and Elaine Hietbrink
Nancy L. Hildebrand
Owen E. “Woody” Hillberg
Shannon R. Hoff
William J. and Carol A. Horstman
Joel E. and Rita S. Houglum
Vicki L. Howe
Mike T. and Cindy S. Huether
Kathleen K. Ingalls and William Carlson
Wendy S. Jensen Bender
Matthew D. and Annette M. Johnson
David J. and Norma M. Johnson
Thomas J. and Jodi K. Johnson
Matthew Johnson & Julie HanlonJohnson
Sharon D. Johnson
Susan J. Johnson
Randy L. Jones
Galen and Ann Jordre
Michael M. Jorgenson
Rollins E. and LeVuo Juhnke

future. Member names will be listed in the SDSU Honor Roll and the college
newsletters. They also will receive invitations to special college and university
functions and updates from the college dean.

Edward E. and Linda L. Kamolz
Douglas D. Kapaun
Jerome R. and Nina M. Kappes
Gary W. and Linda L. Karel
Ronald E. Keith
Virgil Keith
Kasey J. Kirschenmann
Deborah L. Klein
Cheri A. Kraemer
Carrie A. and Terry A. Krieger
David A. Kuper
Mary Kuper
Philip J. and Amanda L. Kuper
Kenneth A. and Vicki J. Lanier
Duane R. Larson
The Laughrey Family Foundation
Bruce Laughrey
Kandi J. Laughrey
Gary A. and Karen Lesch
Daniel M. and Gail L. Lien
Eli Lilly and Company Foundation
Gene T. Locken
Brian G. Lounsbery
Joseph A. and Jenna K. Lovely
Hugh P. and Cari L. Mack
Richard D. Manthei
Barry L. and Sharon J. Markl
David A. Mentele
Merck Company Foundation
Jesse C. and Susan L. Mogen
John R. and Corliss M. Moller
Robert J. Monroe
Jane R. Mort
Satoshi Nagano
Larry E. and Gail F. Nelson
Donald W. and Betty J. Nettleton
Thomas M. and L. Joan Nielsen
Susan A. Lahr and Gordon D. Niva
Douglas S. Noaeill
Fern E. Paul-Aviles
Michael A. Pfeiffer
Betty Pfeifle
Pharmacists Mutual Insurance Co.
Blake J. and Marcia J. Plender
Brent A. and Karla Plender
Dwayne A. and Cheryl L. Plender
Joe Raburn
Tom and Shirley A. Rahilly
Mark W. and Katie K. Rau
Florence M. Regan
Daniel D. and Robin L. Remund
Larry A. Ritter
Jayna M. Rose

Sanford Health
David F. and Betty J. Schmid
R. Craig and Carolyn A. Schnell
Meri K. Scott
Norbert and Jane M. Sebade
Teresa M. Seefeldt
Chuck and Dorie Sendelbach
Stanley M. and Excellda J. Shaw
James C. and Rose Ann M. Sheets
Shopko Stores Inc.
Lisa A. Smallbrock
Richard A. Smith
Zachary P. Smith
Merlin J. Snyder
Lowell D. and Karen E. Somsen
S.D. Pharmacists Association
Morrell A. Spencer
Richard J. and Dakota R. Spielmann
Gary E. Stach
Harlan C. and Dian Stai
Steve and Julie Statz
Loren M. and Susan J. Steenson
James L. Stehley
Lowell T. and Susan Sterler
Julie C. Stevens
James L. and Pat A. Swain
Patricia A. Tabor
Alice E. Tavarez
Brian L. and Ann M. Temple
Carveth and Margaret Thompson
Pat Tille
Larry A. and Gayla L. Torguson
Barry J. and Lori L. Uecker
Ryan and Deidra Van Gilder
Gary C. and Sharon R. Van Riper
Louis and Desirae Van Roekel
Leon J. and Barbara Vanden Berg
Dale G. Vander Hamm
Charles L. and Judith R. Waggoner
Walgreens Company
Walmart Stores Inc.
Wells Fargo Bank NA
Kay Widdis
Raymond D. Wilkins
Kirk S. and Joyce Wilson
Raymond A. and Kellie Winsel
Nanette S. Wittenberg
Richard F. and Kathleen M. Wojcik
Women's International Pharmacy Inc.
Bay M. Wu
Roger A. Zobel

DEVELOPMENT COLUMN

Our College of Pharmacy started with a plan
ore than 125 years ago, professor James
Shepard created a plan to develop the
first pharmacy curriculum at South
Dakota State. It progressed, from one course to
a two-year program to a six-year doctor of
pharmacy (Pharm.D.) degree.
His vision helped build a program that made
a difference in higher education and helped
form one of the nation’s top pharmacy colleges.
Today, benefactors with the forethought to
make planned gifts continue to guide the future
of the SDSU College of Pharmacy and ensure its
vibrant future. We call them “planned gifts”
because with careful planning and execution,
people create a mutually beneficial environment
for them and the College of Pharmacy.
Through this, donors can help create
extraordinary opportunities in the form of
scholarships, first-rate facilities, faculty support
and research.
There are many types of planned gifts—from
bequests in an estate plan or will to annuities,
charitable remainder trusts, charitable annuity

M

WE WANT TO

remainder trusts to life estate gifts. Planned
giving can help maximize tax advantages while
allowing a donor to make a gift they may not
have thought was possible.
The work being done in the College of
Pharmacy all began with a plan. And when
annual gifts are supplemented by planned gifts
through the SDSU Foundation, that lifeimpacting work will live on.
Thank you for your support of the College of
Pharmacy. I am energized by the opportunity to
help the college continues its rich history of
producing graduates who are recognized
nationally as among the best-prepared
professionals.

Mike Birgen

Mike Birgen
Development Director
College of Pharmacy
South Dakota State University

HEAR FROM YOU!

Have you moved, accepted a new position, gotten married, given talks in your community, received
an advanced degree, had an addition to your family? Everyone at the College of Pharmacy and your
classmates want to know what has been happening with you.
Name ____________________________________________ Year Graduated ____________________
Address _____________________________________________________________________

Send to: Dan Hansen
College of Pharmacy
Box 2202C
South Dakota State University
Brookings, SD 57007-0099
dan.hansen@sdstate.edu

City/State/Zip ___________________________________________________________
Telephone (______) _________________ Email ___________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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